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This aptitude-treatment interaction (ATI) study was

designed to investigate the effect of two instructional
*

treatments on the achievement of students having different

levels of spatial-visual and field mode abilities. The

instructional treatments were computer-enhanced and tradi¬

tional presentations of the procedures for solving linear
or absolute-value inequalities in college algebra. Subjects
for the study were 59 students enrolled in two intact

classes of college algebra at Embry-Riddle University in

Daytona Beach, Florida, for the fall trimester, 1986.

The Group A class received the traditional treatment

and the Group B class received the computer-enhanced

treatment. The Form Board Test and Paper Folding Test

xi



were used to measure students' two-dimensional spatial-

visual ability. The Group Embedded Figures Test and the

Abstract Reasoning Subtest of the Differential Aptitude Test

were used to measure students' field mode and general

reasoning abilities, respectively. A pretest was administered

as a measure of pre-requisite skills prior to the two-week

s tudy.

In the first class period, the ability tests and

pretest were administered to both groups. Subjects in the

A Group received a sound traditional presentation of the

topics. Subjects in the B Group received a highly visual

computer-enhanced presentation of the topics.

Two interactions were studied: (1) the interaction

between the treatments and spatial ability when achievement

test score was the dependent variable and (2) the inter¬

action between the treatments and field mode ability when

achievement test score was the dependent variable.

A multiple-regression analysis was used to study these

interactions. General reasoning ability and pretest scores

were entered as covariates in the analysis. Spatial

ability and field mode were each entered as independent

variables in separate regression procedures, while achievement

test score was taken as the dependent variable. A significant

ATI occurred between ability and the treatments.

Spatial ability was a significant predictor of achievement

for the B Group, but not the A Group. No significant ATI

• •
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was found between field mode and the treatments. The

B Group, however, had significantly higher posttest

achievement scores than the A Group across the entire

range of field mode scores.
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CHAPTER I
PURPOSE, THEORY, AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Introduction

Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) as it relates to

aptitude-treatment interaction (ATI) research has made

few contributions toward improved mathematics instruction.

In recent years, a variation of computer-assisted instruc¬

tion has emerged in which the graphics capability of the

microcomputer is utilized in on-going classroom interactions

to enhance the individualized instruction which the learner

receives. This variation of CAI, termed computer-enhanced

instruction (CEI), is of educational interest to ATI

researchers and visual learning theorists. ATI researchers

have an interest in CEI because it focuses on such individual

difference variables as cognitive style (field mode),

spatial ability, learning attitudes, and the rate of

learning of visual materials. Visual learning theorists

have an interest in such computer graphics capabilities

as motion simulation, sound and color cueing, dynamic

shading and graphing, and the sequencing and pacing of

visual materials in facilitating student achievement.

1
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ATI researchers contend that individual difference

variables are the primary source of variation in the

evaluation of innovative and traditional methods of

instruction. Whenever instruction is presented to groups

of students, individual differences are bound to affect

the outcomes. Essentially, the ATI thrust, as it relates

to visualized instruction and visual learning,is focused

on identifying individual difference variables which

interact with

(1) different types of instructional presentation

formats.

(2)

(3)

different types of educational objectives,

different amounts of realistic detail contained

in visualization used to illustrate instructional

(4)

(5)

content,

different media production variables, and

different techniques of organizing and managing

media.

The integration of CEI with visual learning strategies

seems to hold great potential for the investigation of

ATI in mathematics education.
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Purpose of Study

The purpose of this study is to compare the proficiency

of subjects after receiving a computer-enhanced treatment

of a topic in college algebra to subjects who have

received a traditional treatment of the same topic.

The subjects in this investigation were students from

two intact classes of college algebra from Embry-Riddle

University in Daytona Beach, Florida. The subjects in the

traditional treatment experienced a presentation of the

procedures for solving linear or absolute-value inequalities

recommended by the School Mathematics Study Group as a sound

presentation. The subjects in the experimental treatment

experienced a highly visual computer-enhanced presentation

of the procedures for solving linear or absolute-value

inequalities based on visual learning theories of Dwyer and

his colleagues (Dwyer, 1972a; Kress & Gropper, 1964a,

1964b; Salomon, 1979). All subjects in both treatments

had the same educational objectives and experienced

the same criterion measure. Salomon's (1972) prefer¬

ential model was used to generate the ATI hypotheses

in this study. The treatments were designed to call on

the students' higher aptitudes; the primary difference in
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the treatments was the mode of presentation. The aptitude
#

constructs of general reasoning, spatial ability, and

cognitive style were investigated because of their

relevance to this study and to previous ATI studies.

Research Questions

The primary research questions to be answered in this

study are the following.

(1) Is a computer-enhanced treatment of a traditional

topic in college algebra more effective than a

traditional treatment?

(2) Will the difference in mean posttest achievement

scores for two treatments of a traditional topic

in college algebra change across varying levels

of spatial ability?

(3) Will the difference in mean posttest achievement

scores for two treatments of a traditional topic

in college algebra change across varying levels

of student field mode?

Research Hypotheses

To answer the research questions, Salomon's (1972)

preferential model for ATI studies was used to generate

the following hypotheses.



(1) There is no significant ATI between levels of

spatial ability and levels of treatment in

student posttest performance of the procedures

for solving linear or absolute-value inequalities.

(2) There is no significant ATI between levels of

field mode and levels of treatment in student

posttest performance of the procedures for solving

linear or absolute-value inequalities.

(3) There is no significant difference between the

performance of the computer-enhanced and the

traditional treatment groups in solving linear

or absolute-value inequalities.

Significance of the Study

A recent report, An Agenda for Action (National

Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1980), recommends

introducing imagery, visualization, and spatial concepts

into traditional mathematics classrooms in the 1980's.

It further recommends that computers be used in school

mathematics programs for nontraditional problem-solving

strategies and simulations. It encourages computer use

in teaching traditional mathematics topics in "diverse and

imaginative ways." The present study examined educational

aspects of CEI and its relationship to improved mathematics

instruction in several areas.
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(1) To demonstrate that the microcomputer is an

effective instrument to assist and enhance

instruction.

(2) To contribute to research involving ATI between

levels of spatial ability in subjects and two

instructional treatments in mathematics achievement

(Cronbach & Snow, 1977).

(3) To contribute to research involving ATI between

levels of field mode (cognitive style) in subjects

and two instructional treatments in mathematics

achievement (Witkin, Moore, Goodenough, & Cox,

1977) .

(4) To contribute to visual learning research related

to line drawings, motion simulation, sound

cueing, dynamic shading, black and white vs.

color visuals, sequencing and pacing of visuals

(Dwyer, 1972a; Gropper & Kress, 1964a, 1964b).

(5) To demonstrate an innovative, effective, and

time-saving strategy for teaching a traditional

topic in mathematics utilizing the microcomputer

as recommended by NCTM and CUPM.

Definition of Terms

Terms have many meanings even within a given discipline.

The operational meaning of key terms in this study will now

be given.
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Spatial-visual ability. Spatial-visual ability is

the ability to mentally manipulate visual objects involving

a sequence of movements. The objects appear within a more

or less complex two-dimensional stimulus pattern (Michael,

Guilford, Fruchter, & Zimmerman, 1957). Spatial-visual

ability was measured as a composite score for the Form

Board Test (Vz-1) and the Punched Holes Test (Vz-2) from

Educational Testing Service (Ekstrom, French, & Harman,

1963; French, Ekstrom, & Price, 1963).

Mathematical procedure. A mathematical procedure

is a task involving mathematical stimulus patterns. There

are two types of mathematical procedures discussed in this

study: spatial-visual tasks and algebraic tasks (Cooney,

Davis, & Henderson, 1975; Davis, 1978).

Spatial-visual task. A spatial-visual task is a

mathematical procedure involving a simple or complex

visual stimulus pattern which requires some measurable

degree of spatial-visual ability. In this study, the visual

stimulus patterns included line drawings and overlapping

shaded plane regions for one or more linear or absolute-

value inequalities.

Algebraic task. An algebraic task is a mathematical

procedure involving an algebraic stimulus pattern such as

the symbolic representation for a linear equation or for

a linear or absolute-value inequality.
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Cognitive style. Cognitive style refers to the

characteristic self-consistent modes of functioning which

individuals show in their perceptual and intellectual

activities. Theoretically, cognitive style determines the

most effective mode of instruction and evaluation for a

given learner (Witkin, 19 50) .

Field mode. Field mode is one manifestation of an

individual's broader cognitive style. Witkin and his

colleagues (Witkin, Dyk, Faterson, Goodenough, & Karp,

1962) define field mode as a relative continuum of consis¬

tent cognitive functioning defined perceptually by the

ability to perceive an object as distinct from its

surroundings. Field mode was measured as a composite

score on Part II and Part III of the Group Embedded

Figures Test (GEFT) from Consulting Psychologists Press

(Oltman, Raskin, & Witkin, 1971).

Field mode is defined in terms of the degree of

dependence on the structure of the prevailing visual

field, ranging from great dependence at one extreme—

termed field dependence—to greater ability to deal with the

presented field analytically or to separate an embedded

figure from the configuration in which it occurs at the

other extreme—termed field independence (Witkin, Good-

enough, & Karp, 1967).
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Computer-assisted instruction (CAI). Computer-

assisted instruction is a method of instruction in which

the computer is a primary delivery system. It implies

any instructional application of the computer to tradi¬

tional teaching methods, such as drill-and-practice,

tutorials, demonstration, simulation, and instructional

games (Burke, 1982; Coburn, Kelman, Robert, Snyder, Watt,

& Weiner, 19 82).

Computer-enhanced instruction (CEI). Computer-

enhanced instruction is that facet of computer-assisted

instruction in which the unique capabilities of the

microcomputer for color, sound and motion cueing, graphing,

and shading are utilized by the teacher and student in

on-going classroom interactions as an instructional aid

to enhance the instruction which the learner receives.

Assumptions

Lindquist (1951) has indicated that a significant

interaction between two or more treatments in any experi¬

ment may only be partially explained by the differences

in the instructional effectiveness of the treatments.

There are three possible causes of treatment-by-level

interaction. The first is the situation in which true

interactions exist between two variables and their effect
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on a third variable; second, a significant interaction can

occur by chance; and third, a significant interaction can

occur as the result of some uncontrollable variable

influencing one level of an experimental treatment and

not the others. It is assumed in the present study that

any ATI of significance that occurs and can be replicated

is a true interaction.

Several experimental computer programs designed on

the basis of Dwyer's visual learning theory (1972a) and

the Henderson Taxonomy Teaching Model (Henderson, 1976)

were utilized in the computer-enhanced treatment to teach

the procedures for solving linear or absolute-value

inequalities. It is assumed in the present study that using

this Apple Il-e experimental software in conjunction with

the Henderson Teaching Model is a sound representation of

CEI.

The Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) is intended as

a group form of the Embedded Figures Test (EFT), the most

direct criterion measure of field mode (Witkin, Oltman,

Raskin, & Karp, 1971). The correlations in a number of

studies between the GEFT and the EFT are reasonably high.
Numerous studies demonstrate that ability to overcome an

embedded context in the EFT can be taken as an indicator

of relatively differentiated functioning in perception and

as a test for field independence/dependence (Goodenough &

Witkin, 1977; Minard & Mooney, 1969; Oltman, Raskin, &
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Witkin, 1971; Witkin, Goodenough, & Oltman, 1977b; Witkin

et al., 1962). It is assumed in the present study that

GEFT, as a research instrument, has high construct

validity for the measurement of field independence/dependence.

Thurstone's Punched Holes Test (Vz-2) and the Form

Board Test (Vz-1) were adapted by Guilford and his colleagues

as criterion measures for Cognition of Figural Transforma¬

tions (CFT). CFT is the definition of spatial-visual

ability used in this study. It is assumed, therefore, that

the Punched Holes Test and the Form Board Test, as research

instruments, have high construct validity for the measure¬

ment of spatial-visual ability.

It is assumed that the Abstract Reasoning Subtest of

the Differential Aptitude Test (DAT), Form V, has high

construct validity for the measurement of general reasoning

ability (Bennett, Seashore, & Wesman, 1973).

Subjects for this investigation were students enrolled

in two sections of college algebra at Embry-Riddle Univer¬

sity in Daytona Beach, Florida. Due to student placement

in multiple sections throughout the school day, it is

assumed that differences in general reasoning ability,

reading ability, and prior knowledge of the course content

were uniformly distributed across both treatment sections.

Nonsignificant differences between the two groups on mean

test scores on an earlier unit will be assumed as additional

evidence of essentially equivalent groups prior to the

treatment.
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Limitations

One limitation in the present study is that intact

classes were used. Because random selection was not

possible, generalization of the findings to other groups

must be done with caution. A second limitation is that

the majority of subjects in both treatment groups were

males. It is assumed that males in Western cultures tend

to have higher spatial ability than females and that they

tend to be field independent (Fennema & Sherman, 1977).

Male dominance in the study therefore will affect general-

izability of the findings to largely male groups. A

third limitation of the present study is that it is only

a two-week treatment. A longer treatment could have

yielded more conservative treatment effects and could have

reduced the possibility of novelty or Hawthorne effects

in the experimental treatment.

Summary and Overview

Chapter I provides a rationale for this ATI investi¬

gation including a statement of purpose, a description of

the research procedures, and the significance of the study.

It then examined the research questions to be addressed

and employed Salomon's (1972) preferential model for ATI

studies to generate the research hypotheses used to answer

those questions. It also provided an operational definition
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of key terms, and stated assumptions and limitations of

the study.

Chapter II is a survey of research literature to

parallel the five components of the present study:

(1) computer-assisted instruction; (2) spatial visualiza¬

tion and spatial-visual ability; (3) visual learning

theory; (4) cognitive style; and (5) ATI research as it

relates to spatial ability, cognitive style, and media

attributes in mathematics achievement. Chapter III

describes the pilot studies used to develop and field

test the teaching methodology and computer software used

in the computer-enhanced instructional (CEI) treatment.

It also describes the techniques, procedures, and criterion

measures used to investigate aptitude-treatment interaction

(ATI) in the main study. Chapter IV presents an analysis

of the data, including descriptive statistics, inter¬

correlations, and multiple linear regression analysis

(Kerlinger & Pedhazur, 1973). Chapter V summarizes the

findings and discusses the results and implications of

these results; it also makes recommendations for future

research.



CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The often inconsistent results of studies
of the relation of mathematics learning
to individualized instruction, cognitive
styles, specific abilities, or social
environmental conditions suggest that at
present a general instructional or mathe¬
matical learning theory is impossible.
There can only be theories that apply to
very specific conditions of mathematics
instruction: the results are local
descriptions or local theories. (Radatz,
1979, pp. 361-362)

In this section, research literature is presented to

parallel the five components of the present study:

(1) computer-assisted instruction; (2) spatial visualiza¬

tion and spatial-visual ability; (3) visual learning

theory; (4) cognitive style; and (5) ATI research as it

relates to spatial ability, cognitive style, and media

attributes in mathematics achievement.

Computer-Assisted Instruction

One of the earliest and most prominent applications

within the area of computer-based education was computer-

assisted instruction (CAI). CAI as defined in the present

14
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study refers to that method of instruction which uses the

computer as a primary delivery system. It implies any

instructional application of the computer to traditional

teaching methods, such as drill-and-practice, tutorials,

demonstration, simulation, and gaming (Burke, 1982; Coburn

et al., 1982). There are numerous citations in the literature

related to CAI or computer-based instruction (CBI), its

equivalent.

The present study deals with that facet of CAI termed

computer-enhanced instruction (CEI), in which the unique

capabilities of the microcomputer for computation, motion

simulation, color, sound, graphing, and dynamic shading

are utilized by the teacher and student in on-going class¬

room interactions to enhance the instruction which the

learner receives. This enhancement may replace traditional

classroom instruction in some cases and supplement or

enrich the classroom instruction in other cases.

There are a limited number of studies related to the

pedagogical effectiveness of CAI as an instructional

medium. In a study of factors that had inhibited more

widespread utilization of computer technology for instruc¬

tional purposes, Anastasio and Morgan (1972) found the

most critical factor to be the lack of evidence of CAI

effectiveness. Additional years of research effort have

failed to add significantly to this body of evidence

(Avner, Moore, & Smith, 1980). Published studies comparing
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the effectiveness of CAI to traditional instruction report

conflicting and inconclusive results. Wing (1967) , for

example, found that computer-based simulations in economics

resulted in mixed findings. Katz (1971), on the other hand,

found that CAI problem-solving in high school algebra led

to negative results. Other studies, however, generally

conclude that an instructional program supplemented with

CAI is at least as effective as, and frequently more effec¬

tive than, a program utilizing only traditional instructional

methods (Abramson & Weiner, 1971; Magidson, 1978; Scrivens,

1970; Suppes & Morningstar, 1972).

Research into the area of CAI effectiveness has

typically investigated one or more of four criterion

variables: student achievement, student attitude toward

CAI and toward subject matter, time savings relative to

unit completion and/or mastery learning, and learning

retention. Related to the first criterion, Abramson and

Weiner (1971) and Suppes and Morningstar (1972) found

positive achievement gains for CAI drill-and-practice in

grades 2-6 as compared to traditional methods. Morgan

and Richardson (1972) found positive achievement gains for

CAI tutorials in high school algebra as compared to

traditional methods.

Kulik, Kulik, and Cohen (1980) found CBI to have

positive effects on student attitudes toward computer use

and toward subject matter. Kulik, Bangert, and Williams
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(1983) found positive effects on student attitudes toward

learning. Battista and Steele (1984) compared CAI and

programmed instruction regarding student feelings and

cognitive development and found more positive gains for

CAI. Kulik and Bangert-Drowns (1984) found that, whereas

programmed and individualized instruction had limited

success in raising achievement and improving attitudes,

CBI had raised achievement, positively affected time needed

for teaching and learning, and enhanced attitudes toward

computers.

Kockler (1973) found that even though CAI tutorials

at the college level do not always result in greater

achievement than traditional methods, the time it takes

to learn is substantially reduced. Krupp (1972) showed

that adults who learned computer programming through CAI

took 5-10 hours to reach the same level of proficiency
as students who took 24-30 hours in traditional instruc¬

tion. Lunetta and Blick (1973) compared computer simulations

of high school physics experiments with traditional

laboratory experiments and found that CAI students learned

as much in one-eighth the time.

Even though students may learn more or may learn more

quickly through CAI, there is some evidence that they may

not retain as much as traditionally taught students. Wing

(1967) and Lunetta and Blick (1973) found that retention

in CAI simulations was lower than in traditional methods
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at both the elementary and secondary levels. Proctor

(1968) found that CAI tutorials in college led to equal

retention. Carrier (1985) found that CAI drill-and-practice

in fourth grade classes led to greater gains on some tests

but no higher retention.

Because an abundance of CAI effectiveness studies

exists, and because individual studies have failed to

produce conclusive evidence of effectiveness, various

researchers have attempted to narratively review the research

literature in order to formulate conclusions and/or to

establish a more broadly-based case for CAI. These endeavors

have also resulted in conflicting and inconclusive findings.

Vinsonhaler and Bass (1972), for example, in their review

of ten major computer-based drill-and-practice studies,

argue that elementary mathematics performance gains of

1-8 months over children in traditional classrooms was not

uncommon. Jamison, Suppes, and Wells (1974), on the other

hand, in a review of research on effectiveness of alterna¬

tive media in classrooms including instructional television,

programmed instruction, and CAI, argue that no significant

differences in achievement occurred. Studies involving

CAI did, however, report savings of student time in learning—

a significant effect. Edwards, Norton, Taylor, Weiss, and

Dusseldorp (1975) concluded in their review that normal

instruction supplemented by computer-based teaching is

more effective at elementary and secondary levels than
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normal instruction alone. Computer-based teaching with

tutorials or simulation significantly reduced the time

required for students to learn. Thomas (1979), in a

comprehensive review of secondary level CAI research,

concluded that achievement gains over other, more tradi¬

tional methods are the norm. Retention is equal to that

obtained in traditional instruction, but CAI fosters more

favorable attitudes toward computers and the subject

being taught. CAI students gain mastery status in less

time.

It should be noted that CBI research prior to 1970

involved a mainframe computer. With the advent of the

personal computer, CBI research has involved computer-

enhanced intervention in the on-going classroom instruction

that occurs. The present CEI study is more in line with

this latter tradition in CBI research.

Contradictory outcomes of these reviews signaled the

need for synthesis of CAI effectiveness literature by

other than narrative means. The subsequent reviews were

aimed at a quantitative integration of outcomes of

individual research efforts utilizing the research integra¬

tion methodology of Glass, known as meta-analysis (Glass,

1976). Hartley (1977) focused on mathematics education

in elementary and secondary schools. She reported that the

average effect of CBI was to raise student achievement by

.41 standard deviations, or from the 50th to the 66th
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percentile. Burns and Bozeman (1981), in a continuation

of meta-analytic techniques, also integrated findings on

CBI in mathematics education for elementary and secondary

schools. They found that computer-based tutorials raised

achievement test results for extremely low ability groups

by .45 standard deviations. Computer-based drill-and-

practice raised gifted and low ability groups by .34 standard

deviations. Kulik et al. (1983) used meta-analysis to

integrate findings from 51 independent evaluations of

computer-based teaching in grades 6-12. Computer-based

teaching raised final exam scores by .32 standard deviations.

It also had positive effects on later retention scores

and on attitudes toward the computer and the course of

study. This meta-analysis study also demonstrated that

CBI reduced the amount of time needed to learn by 88

percent.

A few studies have focused on the educational

advantage of CBI at higher levels of education. Jamison

et al. (1974) concluded that computer-based teaching at

the college level was "about as effective" as traditional

teaching when used as a replacement rather than as a

supplement. Kulik et al. (1980) used Glass's meta-analytic

techniques to integrate findings from 59 independent

evaluations of computer-based college teaching. The meta¬

analysis showed that CBI raised exam scores by .25 standard

deviations. CBI also had moderate effects on the attitudes
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of students toward instruction and toward the subject
matter they were studying CBI also substantially reduced

the amount of time needed for instruction. On the average,

the conventional approach required 3.5 hours of instruction

time per week, while the computer-based approach required

2.25 hours per week.

Empirical research findings generally have failed to

establish statistically that the use of graphics in instruc¬

tion improves learning (Merrill & Bunderson, 1981; Moore

& Nawrocki, 1978). Some studies do show, however, that

in specific instances graphics have had a positive effect

(Moore & Nawrocki, 1978). Since 1981 studies have been

conducted in numerous areas of mathematics investigating
ways microcomputer graphics can be used interactively in
the classroom to enhance on-going mathematics instruction.

Frandsen (1981) described the enormous potential of the

personal computer to enhance secondary trigonometry instruc¬
tion through graphical solutions of triangles and graphical

displays of trigonometric functions. Edwards (1982)

described the development of an interactive problem-solving
program for CEI in linear algebra that uses rotations,

dilations, and reflections of lines in two dimensions.

Ignatz and Ignatz (1982) described an interactive video

system that used motion and color in visual materials and

actual pictures to enhance lectures and on-going demon¬

strations in university science and mathematics teaching.
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Rudnytsky (1982) demonstrated that computer graphics could

be used in interactive presentations to teach concepts in

mathematics more easily by manipulating relationships

among visual objects. The author argued that such presen¬

tations allow students to operate as real mathematicians

by following upon intuition with testing and proof,

rather than rote memorization. Rieber (1983) investigated

the effectiveness of LOGO'S turtle graphics both in providing

systematic thought and in teaching simple geometry concepts

to second grade children. The CEI group did significantly

better than the traditional group on thinking skills in

geometry. Nygard and Ranganathan (1983) examined computer

graphics display capabilities in CEI presentations; they

also discussed applications of an interactive graphics

system to learning concepts, principles, rules, and

problem-solving techniques in mathematics classrooms. The

advantages of generating graphics displays in on-going

classroom instruction were discussed; advantages included

greater speed in learning and as well as greater flexibility

in translation, rotation, and scale drawing of visual

concepts. Thomas (1984) presented an interactive BASIC

program that can be used effectively in a CEI presentation

to graphically demonstrate the Central Limit Theorem.

Kimberling (1984) described two interactive graphics

programs that could be used to enhance CEI presentations

by simulating the simultaneous intersections of conics with
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planes and the "explosion" of ellipses into parabolas and

then into hyperbolas.

Henderson (1983, 1985) developed interactive, computer-

video instructional modules to serve as an instructional

supplement for learning mathematics. Results of field

trials showed that the modules were effective in teaching

and/or reteaching mathematical concepts in secondary school

and had beneficial effects on affective as well as cognitive

outcomes.

In 1981 Burns and Bozeman stated,

While no ultimate final answer related to CAI
effectiveness or guarantor of success can be
presented, the analysis and synthesis of many
studies do point to a significant enhancement
of learning in instructional environments
either supplemented by CAI, or replaced by
CAI, at least in one curricular area—
mathematics. (p. 32)

The authors conclude that additional research is

essential with respect to differences in student aptitudes,

attitudes toward learning, masterly learning time, and

retention.

The present study examined whether a CEI presentation

of a traditional topic in college algebra is more effective

than a traditional presentation of the topic. It also

addressed student attitudes toward learning in a CEI

presentation.
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Spatial Visualization and Spatial-Visual Ability

There are many different research emphases which have

contributed to understanding the interface between the

psychological construct of spatial-visual ability and

mathematics education. The research literature contains

many potentially fruitful approaches which mathematics

educators can use either in the classroom or for guidance

in further research efforts. Different approaches to

spatial-visual ability and its relationship to mathematical

ability and to cognitive development have been taken by

research psychologists and by mathematics education
%

researchers. Alan Bishop (1973), a mathematics education

researcher,warns that

%

. . . the goals of research psychologists may
lead them in a direction which is away from
our concerns, and therefore we must exercise
caution and keen judgment in selecting those
ideas and approaches which will enable us to
develop our own field. (p. 257)

There is an extensive research tradition concerning

spatial-visual ability as it relates to mathematics

learning. Only studies pertinent to the present study

will be summarized in this section.

Since Galton began his systematic investigation of

imagery in 1898, spatial ability has become an aptitude

in the study of general intelligence worthy of further

investigation. In 1951 a task force from the Educational
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Testing Service attempted to collate the interpretations
of factors in psychometric research in the domain of space

and visualization that had been proposed by Thurstone

(1950), by workers in the psychological research units of

the Army Air Force (Guilford, 1947; Guilford, Fruchter, &

Zimmerman, 1952; Michael, Guilford, Fruchter, & Zimmerman,

1957) and by French in his monograph (1954). This task

force delineated three dimensions, or sub-abilities, of the

spatial-visualization aptitude; (1) spatial relations

and orientation (SR-0), (2) visualization (Vz), and

(3) kinesthetic imagery (K). The Vz-factor is pertinent

to the operational definitions of the present study and

to the testing instruments used and will be examined

further. Visualization (Vz) as defined by the task force

requires ability to mentally manipulate visual objects

involving a specified sequence of movements. The objects

appear within a more or less complex stimulus pattern.

The individual finds it necessary to mentally rotate, turn,

twist, or invert one or more objects, or parts of a

configuration constituting a test item, according to

relatively explicit directions as to what the nature and

order of manipulation should be (Michael et al., 1957).

French (1954) recommended that the Vz-factor be measured

by performance on the Form Board Test (Vz-1) and the Punched

Holes Test (Vz-2).



A school of differential psychologists headed by

Anastasi developed a research interest in documenting,

describing, and explaining individual differences in

students' abilities. The research of Krutetskii (1969,

1976) , a valuable contribution to individual-difference

research, measured the extent to which an individual uses

more or less visual ideas in solving mathematics problems

and/or performing mathematical procedures. He developed
a set of tasks which include problems involving a high

degree of spatial thinking and which make valuable

connections between spatial abilities and mathematical

abilities. He documented several tases of pupils good

at mathematics who use predominantly spatial ideas in

problem-solving. Battista (1980, 1981) found that both

spatial visualization and cognitive development correlated

significantly with geometry achievement.

Visual Learning

Using visualized materials such as drawings, slides,

transparencies, films, television, CAI, and programmed

instruction to complement classroom instruction has become

a common instructional strategy at all levels of education.

Dwyer (1972a) argues that present methodologies of

selecting and using visual materials for instruction are

"grossly ineffective." Allen, Filep, and Cooney (1967)
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and Schramm (1962) stated that extensive research needs to

be conducted on physical characteristics of visualized

instruction which lead to increased learning and attainment

of specific educational objectives. Visualization research

indicates that the effectiveness of visualized instruction

in facilitating student achievement is primarily dependent
%

on

(1) the type of visualization used,

(2) the method by which the visualized instruction

is presented to the student,

(3) the type and level of educational objectives

that are to be achieved,

(4) student characteristics, and

(5) the techniques used to focus student attention

on essential learning cues in the visualized

materials (Dwyer, 1972a; Gropper & Kress, 1965;

Kress & Gropper, 1964a, 1964b; Miller, 1969) .

A review of research in the field of visual education

produced numerous studies that investigated the relative

effectiveness of visual illustrations possessing different
amounts of realistic detail and being used to complement

oral or verbal instruction. A number of theoretical

orientations were identified in the literature. These

include the Iconicity Theory identified by Morris (19 46) ,

the Sign Similarity Orientation Theory developed by
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Carpenter (1953), and Dale's (1954) Cone of Experience

Theory. For convenience, these orientations are referred

to as realism theories. Realism theory assumes that learning
will be more complete as the number of cues in the learning

situation increase. It assumes further that an increase

in realism in the existing cues in a learning situation

increases the probability that learning will be facilitated

(Finn, 1953; Gibson, 1954; Knowlton, 1954; Osgood, 1953).

According to realism theory, visuals differ in the amount

of realistic detail which they present, on a continuum

ranging from simple line drawings in black and white to

realistic photographs in color. Visual learning researchers

by contrast, argue that there is a. curvilinear relationship

between the amount of detail in a visual and the level of

student achievement (Arnold & Dwyer, 1973, 1975, 1976;

Broadbent, 1965; Dwyer, 1968a, 1968b; Travers, McCormick,

Van Mondfraus, & Williams, 1964). Visuals closely repre¬

senting line drawings and containing essential information

to be transmitted are more effective and more efficient

than more detailed illustrations (Attneave, 1954; Dwyer,

1967a, 1967b, 1968a). Excesses of realism may interfere

with effectiveness of visuals (Miller & Allen, 1957).

Empirical evidence shows that addition of color to media

presentations may enhance learning retention (Dwyer, 1971a;

Kanner & Rosenstein, 1960; May & Lumsdaine, 1958; Vander-

Meer, 1952, Zuckerman, 1954). Detailed shaded, black



and white drawings are more effective for college-level

students on comprehension and retention tests (Dwyer, 1969b,

1971b). For drawings with more detail, more time is

crucial to attend to all relevant information and cues

(Dwyer, 1969b).

Several findings involving televised instruction are

relevant to the present study. Television and computer

presentations both utilize a color monitor in various

visual learning strategies. Televised line drawings

complemented by motion (such as in dynamic shading) may

facilitate achievement by focusing on important aspects

of instruction and by gaining students attention to

relevant cues (Dwyer, 1969a, 1972b). The use of questioning

to complement simple line drawing is an effective technique

to increase achievement (Dwyer, 1970) .

Research investigations have been done on pacing of

visual materials in visual presentations. When external

pacing is imposed, all students may still be able to perform

adequately (Kress & Gropper, 1964a). A slower experimenter-

controlled pace can be selected that is compatible with

high achievement and that allows for individualization of

instruction (Kress & Gropper, 1964b).
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Cognitive Style

Cognitive style refers to the characteristic, self-

consistent modes of functioning which individuals show

in their perceptual and intellectual activities. Field

mode is one manifestation of an individual's broader

cognitive style. There is an extensive research tradition

concerning field independence/dependence as a cognitive

style. Only selected studies pertinent to the present

study will be summarized in this section.

Students presented with the procedural task of solving

a system of linear inequalities graphically are required

to differentiate a common overlapping region (the feasibility

region) from a complex stimulus pattern of shaded half¬

planes. Students have perceptual preferences in processing

the symbolic and figural information while performing

such spatial-visual tasks. Cognitive style research

provides an empirical basis for the interpretation of

student perceputal preferences in such information processing

procedures (Witkin, 1969; Witkin, Cox, & Friedman, 1976;

Witkin & Goodenough, 1977). Students who analyze and

differentiate the half-plane regions to obtain the

feasibility region are termed field independent. Students

who fail to analyze and differentiate the various shaded

regions, but respond rather to the complex stimulus pattern

as a whole, are termed field dependent. Field dependents

cannot easily separate the feasibility region from the
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complex configuration of overlapping regions in which it

is embedded (Witkin, 1950; Witkin & Goodenough, 1977;

Witkin et al., 1967). Salomon (1979) found that visually

changing points of view and relating components to the

whole visually interacted significantly with field mode

in learning.

In a recent revision of cognitive style theory, Witkin
et al. (1977a, 1977b) suggest that cognitive-restructuring
ability and personal autonomy are the two characteristics

on which field dependent and field independent students
differ. According to the theory, treatments that provide
minimal structure and guidance should be appropriate for

field-independent students, since they can provide their

own structure and work autonomously. Field-dependent
students, however, should excel in a highly structured

treatment that provides careful guidance. Cognitive style
research as it relates to ATI research will be summarized

later in this chapter.

Field mode has a relationship to certain spatial

restructuring dimensions and to spatial-visual ability.
The ability to disembed a feasibility region from a complex
stimulus pattern of shaded half-plane regions may involve
a restructuring of a visual field, or, more specifically,
may involve the ability to mentally manipulate the shaded

half-plane regions after visually separating or disembedding
them from the complex stimulus pattern (Witkin et al.,
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1962). Numerous studies have shown a high positive corre¬

lation between field independence and spatial ability

(Anglin, Schwen, & Anglin, 1985; DuRapau & Carry, 1981;

Satterly, 1976; Vaidya & Chansky, 1980; Wachtel, 1972).

In brief, field mode is related to a variety of perceptual

and problem-solving tasks requiring skill in spatial

visualization (see Appendix C for a discussion of the

controversy surrounding the constructs of field mode and

spatial ability).

Aptitude-Treatment Interactions

Aptitudes, or individual-difference characteristics,

are a complex set of personal characteristics which result

from a combination of natural ability and environmental

experiences upon which it is suspected that individuals

will differ in terms of their learning potential. The

potential number of aptitudes which may be related to

learning is overwhelming, since there are many categories

(preferences, intellectual abilities, personality traits,

interests, attitudes, and so forth) from which discrete

constructs may be derived (Allport & Odbert, 1936; Cattell,

1971; Guilford, 1967; Vernon, 1969). Aptitude has been

defined as the ability to learn quickly and easily, and

is directly related to what an individual learns, how he

learns it (learning style), how much he learns, and how
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rapidly he acquires content information from a specific

instructional presentation (Dwyer, 1978). Thurstone (1938)

argued that general aptitude or general mental ability
consists of three special aptitudes: (1) spatial
aptitude—the ability to manipulate shapes, sizes, and

distances in the absence of verbal or numerical symbols;
(b) numerical aptitude — the ability to think with numerical

symbols such as those used in algebra, chemistry, and

statistics; and (c) verbal aptitude—the ability to think
with words.

Cronbach (1967) recommended that researchers try to

find aptitudes that interact with variations in instructional

treatments and to design instructional treatments to fit

particular aptitudes of groups of students. The search

for ways to adapt instructional treatments to individual

differences is known as aptitude-treatment interaction

(ATI) research. As Cronbach (1967) advocated, unless one

treatment is clearly the best for all individuals, then the

treatments should be differentiated in such a way as

to maximize their interaction with the aptitude variables.

If this is accomplished and if disordinal interactions do

exist, then learning is maximized. Numerous studies

conducted since 1968 have sought to determine the existence

of ATI between subjects' aptitudes and various instructional

treatments in mathematics. Snow and Salomon (1968) argued
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that potential interactions are likely to reside in three

classes of aptitude variables:

(1) specific intellectual abilities like those

defined in the work of Guilford (1967);

(2) specific personality traits like those defined

in the work of Cattell (1971); and

(3) aptitudes in a poorly defined group of cognitive

styles and preferences, learning sets, information

processing and coding strategies, and other

subtle experiential variables.

Although significant ATI's have been found involving

these aptitude variables, they frequently are difficult

to replicate Carry (1968) found an interaction between

spatial-visual ability and general reasoning ability and

two instructional treatments (graphical and analytical)

of quadratic inequalities He hypothesized that spatial-

visual ability would predict success from the graphical

treatment and general reasoning ability would predict

success from the analytical treatment. The finding was

not considered sound since the criterion instrument had

very low reliability and the direction of interaction

opposite to theoretical expectation. Webb (1971) made

revisions in Carry's treatments and introduced a new

criterion measure. He found no significant interactions.

Eastman (1972), in a continuation of work begun by Carry

(1968) and Webb (1971), obtained a significant interaction
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when the criterion measure of transfer was regressed on

factors of general reasoning and spatial visualization.

Webb and Carry (1975) replicated and improved on the

1968 study of Carry. Instructional treatments and the

criterion test were analyzed in terms of the multiprocess
theoretical model of Melton (1967). No significant disordinal

interactions were found between any aptitude variable or

combination of variables and the treatments. Eastman and

Carry studied the aptitude tests used in the Webb study in
the theoretical framework of Guilford's Structure-of-

Intellect model (1967). The spatial visualization tests

used by Webb- were Paper Folding (Vz-2) and Spatial Visual¬

ization II. These tests were classified by Guilford as

measuring the aptitude Cognition of Figural Transformations

(CFT) in three dimensions. An examination of the graphical

treatment used in the Webb study (1971) showed that he

tended to treat the content inductively. Both tests used

by Webb, however, had loadings on a deduction factor.

These observations suggested the need for an inductively
structured test of spatial visualization that involved

two-dimensional aspects.

Using the Abstract Reasoning Subtest of the Differential

Aptitude Test (DAT) (Bennett et al., 1973) as a univocal

measure of spatial visualization in an inductively structured

setting, Eastman and Carry (1975) replicated the study of
Webb using more inductively structured graphical treatments
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and more deductively structured analytical treatments. A

significant disordinal interaction between spatial visual¬

ization and the treatments occurred. This confirmed Carry's

original hypothesis that spatial visualization will predict

success in a graphical treatment and that general reasoning
will predict success in an analytical treatment. It

further supported the findings of King (1969) that success

on inductive tests predicts success in learning inductive

material and that success on deductive tests predicts

success in learning deductive material. In an attempt to

answer Carry's (1968) question and to extend Eastman's

and Carry's (1975) results to another mathematical content

area (the study of linear absolute-value equations),

Eastman and Salhab (1978) investigated the interaction

between two instructional treatments (algebraic and geometric)

and the aptitude variables spatial ability and general

reasoning. Evidence was found which supported the existence

of a disordinal interaction. Hussien (1980) continued the

investigation of disordinal interactions between two

instructional treatments (figural and verbal) of modulus

seven arithmetic and two ability measures, spatial ability
and verbal ability. All interactions were disordinal but

only the interaction between the treatments and the verbal

ability was significant. Verbal ability was a significant

predictor of achievement of the verbal group but not

achievement of the figural group.
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In a continuation of several studies (Carry, 196 3;

Eastman & Carry, 1975; Webb & Carry, 1975; all dealing with

quadratic inequalities), Anglin, Schwen, and Anglin (1985)

used the Salomon preferential model for ATI studies (1972)

to capitalize on existing capabilities of the students.
%

In the preferential model, treatments are matched to

learners' higher aptitudes. These researchers investigated
the interaction of spatial-visual ability and general

reasoning ability with two presentation modes of quadratic

inequalities. They found that the Abstract Reasoning

Subtest, Form L, of the DAT is a sound measure of general

reasoning ability but that it does not correlate well with

spatial-visual ability as Eastman and Carry had conjectured

(1975). One treatment was verbal-pictorial-numeric and

other was verbal-symbolic-numeric. No significant
interactions occurred.

DuRapau and Carry (1981) conducted an ATI study to

clarify the nature of the relationship between general

reasoning ability and different strategies of processing
spatial tasks in their effect on the transfer of learning.
Spatial visualization was not viewed as a single ability
but rather a dichotomy between gestalt and analytic

processing strategies of spatial tasks; this finding was

reminiscent of the field independence/dependence continuum

of Witkin and Goodenough (1977). The treatments included

a verbal-gestalt-figural-transformational approach and a
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verbal-analytic-figural-nontransformational approach to

point and line symmetry in Euclidean two-space. Using the

Salomon (1972) preferential model, the present study

searched for significant ATI between levels of spatial

ability and levels of treatment (traditional versus computer-

enhanced) in student posttest performance of the procedures

for solving linear or absolute-value inequalities.

Cronbach and Snow (1977) attributed most ATI to general

reasoning ability because it is difficult to separate the

effects of a specific aptitude from general reasoning

ability. The difficulties with traditional aptitude

constructs led Glaser (1972) to call for research with

"new aptitudes," including dimensions that are related to

personality variables such as cognitive styles. One

cognitive style variable, field mode (or more commonly,
field independence/dependence), has received considerable

attention in the ATI literature (Witkin & Goodenough, 1977;

Witkin et al., 1967). McLeod, Carpenter, McCornack, &

Skvarcius, 1978) investigated an ATI between field mode

and treatments (expository versus discovery) in achievement.

Treatments were based on two levels of guidance crossed
#

with two levels of abstraction; the topic was numeration

systems. A significant ATI supported the revised theory
of Witkin and Goodenough on cognitive style. Adams and

McLeod (1979) attempted to replicate the earlier study by

investigating the interaction between field mode and manipu¬
lative materials used in a discovery mode versus field mode
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and symbolic materials used in an expository mode. A

significant ATI supported the revised cognitive style

hypothesis. McLeod and Adams (1980) examined the inter¬

action between levels of guidance and field mode in

teaching the topic of networks. Two levels of guidance,

low and high, were chosen varying the amount of structure,

cue salience, and active involvement by the student. Visual

materials were prepared on the basis of the preferential

model suggested by Salomon (1970). The high-guidance

treatment was designed as a compensatory treatment for

field dependent students. The low-guidance treatment was

designed as a preferential treatment for field independent
students. None of the interactions were significant. This*

contradicted the earlier support for the cognitive style

theory found in Adams and McLeod (1979). Andrews (1984)

compared the effects of discovery and expository learning

strategies on field independent and field dependent students.

He found that a significant ATI occurred and that discovery

learning strategies were best for independents while

expository strategies were best for dependents. Cronbach

and Snow (1977) argued that further investigations of

information processing approaches and their relationship
to cognitive style and other aptitudes are needed to build

a comprehensive theory of aptitudes and interactions. Using
the Salomon preferential model, the present study searched

for a significant ATI between levels of field mode
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versus computer-enhanced) in student posttest performance

of the procedures for solving linear or absolute-value

inequalities in mathematics.

The ATI thrust, as it relates to visualized instruction,

focuses on identifying individual-difference variables

which interact with several different media attributes:

types of instructional presentation formats, kinds of

educational objectives, amounts of realistic detail contained

in visuals used to illustrate instructional content,

variables of media production, and techniques of organizing
and managing media. Clark (1975), in surveying the liter¬

ature on interactions between media attributes and individual

differences, found few studies testing such interactions.

In general, the studies before 1970 were primarily

atheoretical and involved gross media attributes and trait

measures, the results of which were difficult to explain.

Snow, Tiffin, and Siebert (1965) found that numerical

aptitude interacted significantly with film versus line

presentations. Kanner and Rosenstein (1960) found that

color versus black and white television presentations

interacted significantly with general mental ability in

learning. Frederick, Blount, and Johnson (1968) found

that figural versus symbolic versus verbal notation in

media presentations interacted significantly with general

ability in learning. Clark (1970) found that variation in
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stimulus complexity interacted significantly with locus

of control in information seeking. Dwyer (1970) found that

various pictorial attributes (such as the amount of detail

in line drawings) interacted significantly with grade

level in learning. Since 1970, both individual-difference

measures and media attributes have been specified more

exactly. Salomon (1970) found that motion versus static

media presentations interacted significantly with verbal

ability, cue attendance, and embedded figures information

search in hypothesis generation. Farley and Grant (1973)

found that black and white versus color pictures interact

with arousal potential/stimulation seeking in arousal/

delayed effects. Peterson and Hancock (1973) found that

figural, verbal, and symbolic modes in media interacted

significantly with pretest figural, verbal, and symbolic

aptitudes in immediate and delayed retention. Grippin

(1973) found that strong versus weak prompt techniques

interact significantly with field mode in learning.

Summary

There has been limited research into the pedagogical

effectiveness of computer technology as it relates to

strategies for visual learning and individual-difference

variables. Prior to 1970, CAI and visual learning research

examined gross media attributes and gross characteristics
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of instruction as they related to general mental ability;
it did not focus on identifying specific trait-treatment

interactions. In the past fifteen years, however, a rich

tradition in ATI research has emerged to parallel research

endeavors in spatial visualization, cognitive style, and

visual learning. The ATI research methodology promises

to maximize the effectiveness of differential treatments of

traditional mathematics topics. Clearly, the computer

offers unique capabilities for computation, motion simula¬

tion, color and sound cueing, graphing, and dynamic shading,
all of which can contribute to current research involving
visual learning. Computer-enhanced presentations of

traditional topics in mathematics promise to deepen under-
#standing and motivation to learn those topics, and promise

to improve student attitudes toward learning mathematics

in general.

Students presented with the procedural task of solving
a system of linear inequalities either graphically or

algebraically must separate specific pieces of information

from the complex stimulus pattern in which it is embedded

prior to information processing. Field dependent students

may reach an impasse in performing this procedural task

because characteristics of their cognitive style suggest a

global-processing strategy which cannot separate pieces
of the visual stimulus pattern from the overlapping shaded

regions in which it is embedded. Some students, because
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of cognitive style preferences, may perform such procedures

entirely as algebraic tasks. Other students, who have

high ability to mentally manipulate the half-plane regions,

may decide to perform the procedure entirely as spatial-

visual tasks. Still other students may adopt a combination

of strategies utilizing both graphical and algebraic cues

in performing the solution procedure. Research into

information-processing strategies used by particular

students in performing particular mathematical procedures

should add a new facet of understanding to the problem¬

solving process in mathematics.

The recent tradition in CEI research promises both

to enrich the on-going classroom instruction which the

learner receives and to contribute to ATI research involving
field mode and spatial-visual ability. It also promises
to contribute to visual learning research involving line

drawings, motion, sound, and color cueing, dynamic shading,
and the sequencing and pacing of visuals.



CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES

The purpose of this chapter is twofold: (1) to

describe the pilot studies used to develop and field test

the teaching methodology and computer software used in

the computer-enhanced instructional (CEI) treatment and

(2) to describe the techniques, procedures, and criterion

measures used to investigate aptitude-treatment interaction

(ATI) in the main study.

Pilot Study I

Introduction

Visual learning research suggests that using televised

line drawings, complemented by motion such as in dynamic

shading, may be an effective visual learning strategy.
Such drawings may facilitate student achievement more than

static chalkboard drawings by focusing on important aspects

of instruction and by focusing students' attention on

relevant cues. When externally controlled pacing is

imposed in presenting visual materials, a pace can be

44
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selected that is compatible with high achievement and that

allows for individualization of instruction.

A carefully structured system consisting of a teaching
model supported by computer-assisted instruction (CAI)

offers considerable opportunity for enhancement of the

learning process as compared to traditional systems, which

do not include computer support. CAI also offers an

opportunity to enhance attitudes of students toward

instruction and toward the subject matter they are studying.
The first pilot study was conducted for the following

purposes:

(1) to assess the overall effectiveness of the

teaching methodology and computer software

used in the CEI treatment; and

(2) to assess student attitude toward the sequencing
and pacing of visuals and toward the CEI treat¬

ment in general.

The Study

The subjects for this investigation were 59 students

enrolled in two intact classes in college algebra, both

taught by the same instructor, at Embry-Riddle University
in Daytona Beach, Florida, during the fall trimester, 1984.

To insure that Group A (traditional treament) and Group B

(computer-enhanced treatment) were essentially equivalent
and had certain pre-requisite skills for the study of
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linear inequalities, a pretest over earlier college algebra
material was administered to both groups prior to the two-

week treatment, and an independent sample t-test was used

to test for any statistically significant differences in

the mean pretest scores for the two groups. (See Appendix C
for a copy of the Pretest.) Results of the t-test analysis
yielded no significant differences between the two groups
at the 5% level (t cal = .156; t crit = 2.00; see Table 3.1).
This pretest on earlier material was strong support that
the control and experimental groups were essentially
equivalent prior to the treatment.

A two-week treatment of the procedural skills for

solving linear and absolute-value inequalities was conducted

in the Group A and Group B classes. Since essentially the
A

same treatments were used in this pilot study and in the

main study, a detailed description of the treatments will
be reserved for discussion as part of the main study later
in this chapter. To assess overall effectiveness of the

teaching methodology and computer software used in the CEI

treatment, a posttest over the treatment material was

administered to both treatment groups at the conclusion

of the two-week presentation. An independent sample t-test
was used to test for any statistically significant
differences in the mean posttest scores for the two groups

(see Appendix C for a copy of the Posttest). Results of

the t-test analysis yielded no significant differences



Treatments N Mean S.D Variance Statistic

Traditional
(Group A) 29 68.03 16.041 257.32

.156
n. s

Computer- 30 70.57 16.506 272.461
Enhanced
(Group B)

*t 2.00 ( oc 05)



between the two groups at the 5% level (t cal = -.094;

t crit = 2.00; see Table 3.2).

Sequencing and pacing of visuals used in the CEI

treatment were based on visual learning theories of Dwyer,

Salomon, Gropper, and Kress (Dwyer, 1972a; Kress & Gropper,

1964a, 1964b; Salomon, 1979). The CEI software was designed
to allow some instructor-controlled pacing of visuals

based on student feedback, and it included sound, motion,
and shading cues to enhance visual learning. The Henderson

Taxonomy Teaching Model was used in both treatment groups

as the primary instructional model. This model is useful

in analyzing moves and strategies in teaching mathematical

procedures and for monitoring and facilitating different
levels of understanding in the students (Henderson, 1976).

A detailed description of the Henderson Model and the

computer software used in the CEI treatment is reserved

for discussion as part of the main study later in this

chapter.

To assess subject compatibility with the sequencing
and pacing of visuals and to assess student attitude

toward the CEI treatment, a questionnaire was administered

on the last day of the two-week treatment to Group B

subjects. (See Appendix A for a copy of the questionnaire
and a summary of results.) An analysis of responses on

the questionnaire indicated that 86% of the subjects in

Group B found the hierarchical sequencing of topics



Treatments N Mean S.D. Variance

Traditional
(Group A) 26 80.50 14.45 208.80

Computer-
Enhanced
(Group B)

28 79.00 17.22 296.59

-.094
n. s

*t 2.00 ( cc 05)



appropriate to their level of understanding and cognitive

structure and would not rearrange the topics. Of the subjects,
7% said they would delete the topic of quadratic inequalities
until later in the course. In relation to topics 3 and 4,
54% of the subjects in Group B found the visuals too fast

for comprehension. In relation to topics 5 and 6, 25%

found the visuals too slow in presentation. Of the subjects,
21% found the pacing appropriate for comprehension for all

topics. On topics 5 and 6, 29% of the subjects in Group B

found the presentation boring at times. Overall, 71%

enjoyed the CEI presentation of the topic. In addition,
71% said that they would enjoy other topics in college

algebra taught using the computer. Finally, 79% said that

they would enjoy other topics in mathematics taught using
the computer. Of the subjects, 71% felt they would retain

the procedures for solving linear inequalities because they
learned them visually on the computer.

Comments on the Study

Although results of a t-test analysis did not support

superiority of either treatment, analysis of responses on

the questionnaire did provide feedback concerning student

attitudes toward the sequencing and pacing of visuals used

in the CEI treatment.
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Results on the questionnaire indicated that the pacing
of visuals may have been too fast for comprehension for

54% of the subjects in Group B. Kress and Gropper (1964a,

1964b) argue that pacing is a crucial variable for high
achievement in visual learning. If this pacing had been

slower, subjects in Group B may have comprehended all

visual cues better and achieved significantly higher post¬

test scores. Spatial-visual ability may have interacted

with levels of treatment to contaminate interpretation of

the posttest results.

There were limitations to the instruments and procedures

used in this first study. Pretest and posttest may have

had low reliability as criterion measures. The CEI software

may not have allowed sufficient instructor-control of

pacing or sufficient branching options in the learning
process to be effective.

Although the first pilot study did not support overall

superiority of the CEI treatment, findings on the question¬
naire related to the pacing and sequencing of computer

visuals and the potential for a trait-treatment interaction

did motivate modification of the research design and

software as part of a second pilot study in the spring of
1985.
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Introduction

Pilot Study II

The search for ways of adapting instructional treat¬

ments to individual differences is known as ATI research.

The goal of ATI research is to select methods of instruc¬

tion that are most effective for groups of students with

particular kinds of aptitudes. Kerlinger and Pedhazur

(1973) distinguished between two kinds of interactions:

ordinal interaction and disordinal interaction. This

distinction can be explained graphically as in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 (a) represents no interaction, where the two

regression lines = A^ + B-^X and Y2 = A2 + B2X that
correspond to treatment 1 (T^ and treatment 2 (T2) are
parallel.

There is a constant difference between T2 and T^
along the dimension of the aptitude X.

the slopes B^ and B2 of the two regression lines
identical, and the difference between the treatments is

entirely accounted for by the difference A2 - A^ between
the intercepts of the regression lines. Figure 3.1 (b),

where the two regression lines intersect in a region of

the aptitude that is of no concern to the researcher,

represents an ordinal interaction. In this case, T2 is
superior to T^ along the aptitude dimension but is
more effective at the lower levels of X than at the upper



Figure 3.1

Graphs of types of interactions
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. Figure 3.1 (c), where the two regression lines

intersect in the range of aptitude that is important to the

researcher, represents a disordinal interaction. Here T
2

is superior at the lower

at the upper levels of X

levels of X while is

As Cronbach (1967) advocated,

unless one treatment is clearly the best for all individuals,
then the treatments should be differentiated in such a way

as to maximize their interaction with the aptitude variables.

If this is accomplished and disordinal interactions do

exist, then learning is maximized. This idea can be

illustrated by Figure 3.1 (c). In this figure, there is

a disordinal interaction, and a point P on the aptitude

dimension corresponds to the point of intersection of the

two regression lines. If the difference - Y^ in
9

outcomes is significant for values of X less than P and

values of X greater than P, then individuals should be

divided into two groups based on their aptitude. Those

with an aptitude higher than P should be given treatment

1 (T^) and those with an aptitude lower than P should be

given treatment 2 (T2)• This assignment of groups to

treatments has the potential to maximize the individual's

learning outcomes. Snow and Salomon (1968) argued that,
in highly visual treatments, potential interactions are

likely to reside in the Vz-factor of spatial visualization

as defined in the work of Guilford (1967) The potential
for trait-treatment interaction in the Vz-factor of

spatial visualization and findings from Pilot Study I

motivated a follow-up study.
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In the spring of 1985, the second pilot study was

conducted for the following purposes:

(1) to assess the overall effectiveness of the

teaching methodology and computer software

used in a revised CEI treatment based on

findings from Pilot Study I;

(2) to develop procedures for the administration,

scoring, and interpretation of results of the

spatial ability tests and practice in the

administration of these tests; and

(3) to study the effect of two instructional

treatments on the performance of students of

different levels of the Vz-factor.

The second pilot study was designed primarily to

study the effect of two instructional treatments on the

achievement of students of different levels of spatial-

visual ability (Vz). This was achieved by studying the

interaction between two levels of treatment and three

levels of spatial-visual ability. Salomon's (1972)

preferential model was used to generate the ATI hypothesis
in this second pilot study:

Hq: There is no significant ATI between levels

of spatial ability and levels of treatment

in student posttest performance of the

procedures for solving linear or absolute-

value inequalities.
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According to the preferential model, the treatments

were designed to call on subjects' higher aptitudes. The

experimental treatment, therefore, was a highly visual,

computer-enhanced presentation reminiscent of the computer

treatment used in Pilot Study I and designed to call on

students' high spatial ability. The computer software

was modified, based on visual learning research and findings
from Pilot Study I, to allow for greater teaching flexibility
and instructor-control in pacing the visuals. The software

was re-designed to allow options in (1) returning to

previous steps in the solution procedures; (2) advancing
to subsequent steps more slowly; (3) reviewing all the

steps in the procedure; (4) repeating the entire procedure;

(5) pursuing divergent solution strategies; or (6) selecting
and visualizing simpler problems, analogous problems, or

more enriching problems. The control treatment was

identical to the traditional treatment used in Pilot Study
I. A detailed description of the two treatments is

reserved for discussion as part of the main study later in

this chapter.

The Study

The subjects for this investigation were 41 freshmen

students enrolled in two intact classes in college algebra,
both taught by the same instructor, at Embry-Riddle
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University in Daytona Beach, Florida, during the spring
trimester, 1985.

Prior to a two-week instructional presentation, both

classes were administered a unit test on earlier college
algebra material (Test A), a pretest on the material to

be covered in the course (Pretest), the Form Board Test

(Vz-1), and the Paper Folding Test (Vz-2). Vz-1 and Vz-2

were produced by Educational Testing Service and were used

as aptitude measures for the Vz-factor of spatial-visual

ability. (These two tests have reliabilities of r = .83

and r = .81 respectively. French (1954) recommends them

as having high construct validity for the measure of the

Vz-factor. See Appendix C for sample items from Vz-1 and

Vz-2.) Subjects were allowed eight minutes for each of

the two parts of the Vz-1 test and three minutes for each

of the two parts of the Vz-2 test. Both tests were

administered and scored according to specific directions

provided by Educational Testing Service.

Initial differences in pre-requisite skills and

knowledge of course material were controlled by entering
pretest (Pretest) and earlier unit (Test A) scores as

covariates in a two-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA)

procedure. Levels of spatial ability (Vz) and levels of

treatment were entered as categorical independent variables.
Posttest (Test B) scores over the treatment material were

entered as the only dependent variable. (See Appendix B
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for a copy of the pretest and unit test. See Appendix C

for a copy of the posttest.) Composite scores from Vz-1

and Vz-2 were used as a basis for dichotomizing the spatial

ability factor into low, medium, and high levels (See

Table 3.3).

Using a 2 X 3 ANCOVA procedure, with factors for

spatial ability (at three levels) and for treatment (at

two levels), a disordinal interaction between spatial-

visual ability and treatments in achievement occurred.

Since F cal (3.699) is greater than F crit (3.29), Hq was
rejected. There was a significant ATI between levels of

spatial ability and levels of treatment in student posttest

performance of the procedures for solving linear or

absolute-value inequalities. Table 3.4 presents cell

means for the 2X3 ANCOVA analysis. Table 3.5 partitions

the total sum of squares in the ANCOVA analysis into

covariate effects, main effects, and interaction effects.

Because of a significant ATI, the effects of spatial

ability changed across levels of treatment. See Figure 3.2
and 3.3 for a graphical presentation of these results across

levels of each factor.

A follow-up simple effects analysis, using a

Bonferroni procedure ( « = .05 per family of comparisons),
was conducted. A significant difference between the low

spatials and the medium spatials in the traditional treatment

occurred. The medium spatials did significantly better than



Table 3.3 Dichotomization of spatial ability scores

Range of
Standardized Scores Range of Raw Scores X

Low Below -0.5 Standard
Deviation from Mean

0 < X < 14.13

Medium
Spatials

From -0.5 to +0.5
Standard Deviation 14.13 < X < 20.18
from Mean

Above +0.5 Standard
Deviation from Mean 20.18 < X < 34.00

Descriptive Statistics on Composite Spatial Ability
Scores:

Range of Raw Scores = 27.75

Grand Mean of Raw Scores = 17.18

Lowest Score = 1.25

Highest Score = 29

Standard Deviation of Raw Scores 6.1



Table3.4Two-wayANCOVAresultsonmeanposttestscores.



Table3.5Partitionof
totalsumofsquares

ANCOVA
analysis.

Source

SumofSquares
Df

MeanSquares
F

Sig.ofF

Covariates

352.483

2

176.241

1.129

.336

TestA

5.382

1

5.382

.034

.854

Pretest

335.093

1

335.093

2.146

.152

MainEffects

1238.504

3

412.835

2.644

.065

Treatments

220.093

1

220.093

1.410

.244

SpatialAbility

851.252

2

425.626

2.726

.080

2-WayInteractions

1155.101

2

577.550

3.699

.036

TreatmentXSpatial
Ability

1155.101

2

577.550

3.699

.036

Explained

2746.088

7

392.298

2.512

.035

Residual

5152.922

33

156.149

Total

7899.010

40

197.475

3.699>F
crit

3.29

05)
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the low spatials at the 5% level (See Appendix B for a

detailed discussion of the simple effects analyses). By

observation of cell means in Table 3.4, it is clear that

high spatials did better than medium or low spatials in the

CEI treatment and that the medium spatials did better than

the low spatials. However, none of these differences were

significant using the Bonferroni procedure.

Comments on the Study

Visual learning theorists predict that students

having medium spatial ability should do better than students

having low spatial ability in a traditional treatment involving

transparencies. Simple line drawings presented with black

and white overlays provide more visual cues of the various

shaded regions to the medium spatial subjects than to the

low spatial subjects. The algebraic presentations used in

the traditional treatment may have required an analysis of

detail which interfered more with the information-processing
style and perceptual preferences of the high spatials than

the medium spatials. In like manner, the graphical presen¬

tations used in the traditional treatment may have required
a gestalt processing strategy which interfered more with

the information-processing style and perceptual preferences

of the low spatials than the medium spatials. The medium

spatials in the traditional treatment may have been able

to learn effectively from either algebraic or graphical
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presentations and may have adapted well to either processing

style. The ability of high spatials to learn from relevant

sound, motion, and shading cues, and their ability to

manipulate shaded regions readily could account for their

higher scores in a highly visual computer-enhanced treatment.

The inability of low spatials to perform cognitive figural

transformations readily may have led to their lower scores

in the computer-enhanced treatment.

There were limitations to the instruments and procedures

used in this second study. Spatial-visual ability was dich¬

otomized into low, medium, and high levels for purposes of
#

this study. The disordinal interaction for medium spatials

may have been an artifact of this artificial dichotomy in
the Vz-factor. The interaction may disappear if the spatial-

visual factor was treated as a continuous variable in a

multiple regression analysis as recommended by Kerlinger
and Pedhazur (1973). Pretest and posttest may have had low

reliability as criterion measures. Pretest effects are

always possible in experimental studies which administer

pretests.

Main Study

Overview of the Study

The main study was an ATI study conducted for the

following purposes:
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(1) to study the effect of two instructional

treatments on the performance of students of

different levels of spatial-visual ability (Vz),

(2) to study the effect of two instructional

treatments on the performance of students

having different levels of field mode (field

independence/dependence), and

(3) to assess the overall effectiveness of the

teaching methodology used in a CEI treatment.

Based on findings from Pilot Study II, students having
different levels of spatial-visual ability along a continuum

may exhibit differential performance in any highly visual

treatment which uses the microcomputer to enhance the

mathematics instruction received. For this reason, spatial-
visual ability was chosen as a continuous independent variable
in the main study. Students presented with the procedural

tasks of solving a system of linear inequalities graphically
or algebraically, must, prior to information processing,
separate pieces of information from the complex stimulus

pattern in which it is embedded. Some students, because

of cognitive style preferences, may perform such procedures

entirely as algebraic tasks. Other students, who have

high ability to disembed the feasibility region from the

overlapping half-plane regions, may decide to perform the

procedures entirely as spatial-visual tasks. Still other

students may adopt a combination of strategies in information
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processing. Cognitive style provides an empirical basis for

the interpretation of student perceptual preferences in such

information-processing procedures. Field independence/depen¬

dence (field mode) is one manifestation of cognitive style.

The field independence/dependence continuum represents all

levels of student perceptual preference in information

processing and was therefore chosen as the second continuous

independent variable in the main study. Salomon's (1972)

preferential model was used to generate the ATI null hypotheses:

H^: There is no significant ATI between levels of
spatial ability and levels of treatment in student

posttest performance of the procedures for

solving linear or absolute-value inequalities.

H2: There is no significant ATI between levels of
field mode and levels of treatment in student

posttest performance of the procedures for

solving linear or absolute-value inequalities.

There is no significant difference between the

performance of the computer-enhanced and the

traditional treatment groups in solving linear

or absolute-value inequalities.

The decision rule for rejection of the null hypotheses was

set at .05.

Salomon's (1972) preferential model was used in this

ATI study to capitalize on existing capabilities of the
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students. In the preferential model, treatments are matched

to learners' higher aptitudes. The present study investi¬

gated the interaction of spatial-visual ability (Vz) and

field independence/dependence with two presentation modes

of linear inequalities. The computer-enhanced (CEI) treat¬

ment was designed as a preferential treatment for high spa¬

tial ability students. It was also designed as a low-guidance

(discovery) preferential treatment for field independent

students. The traditional treatment was designed as a

compensatory treatment for low spatial ability students.

It was also designed as a high-guidance compensatory treat¬

ment for field dependent students. The remainder of Chapter

III presents a detailed discussion of the instrumentation,

teaching methodology, treatments, computer software, and

statistical analyses used in the main study.

Instrumentation

Prior to a two-week presentation of the procedures

for solving linear and absolute-value inequalities, all

subjects in both classes were administered a 60-minute

pretest on earlier college algebra material. (The subjects
for the main study were 60 freshmen students enrolled in

two intact classes in college algebra, both taught by the

same instructor, at Embry-Riddle University in Daytona

Beach, Florida, during the fall trimester of 1986.) The

point-biserial correlation for this teacher-made test was



r = .70. (See Appendix C for copy of this pretest.) On

the first day of the treatment, all subjects in both classes

were administered several aptitude measures. The Group

Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) was administered as a measure

of field independence/dependence. The Form Board Test (Vz-1)

and Paper Folding Test (Vz-2) were administered as measures

of the Vz-factor of spatial-visual ability. The Abstract

Reasoning Subtest of the Differential Aptitude Test (DAT),

Form V, was administered as a measure of general reasoning

ability. (See Appendix C for sample test items from each

aptitude measure and a discussion of reliability and validity

of each instrument.) The aptitude measures were administered,

scored, and interpreted as specified in the testing procedures

manuals obtained from Consulting Psychologists Press, Educa¬

tional Testing Service, and Psychological Corporation. At

the conclusion of the two-week presentation, all subjects in

both treatment groups were administered a 60-minute posttest

over the treatment material. The point-biserial correlation

for this teacher-made test was r = .75. (See Appendix C

for a copy of the posttest.)

Henderson Taxonomy Teaching Model

Mathematics education is concerned primarily with

understanding concepts, generalizations, and procedures.

The resultant type of understanding depends on the nature of

the material to be learned and on the method of instruction
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used to achieve this understanding. Henderson and his

colleagues developed a hierarchical model for teaching

concepts, generalizations, and procedures in mathematics

based on Bloom's Taxonomy (Cooney, Davis, & Henderson, 1975;

Henderson, 1976) . Using teaching moves (bits of discourse)

and strategies (sequences of moves) as originally defined

by Taba (1966), a teacher can monitor the level of under¬

standing of the learner and also adjust the pace and type of

strategies used to teach the student effectively at that

level.

The Henderson model is ideal in teaching the procedural

skills for solving linear or absolute-value inequalities.

Using this model, the teacher—through verbal communication—

can focus students' attention on the procedural skills

involved by describing briefly what the procedure entails

and by giving an objective for the skills.

Part of a teacher's strategy must be to make sure

students know how to complete the task. The teacher

communicates directions, called prescriptions, to advise,

guide, and direct student action. A step-by-step prescrip¬

tion is one of the easiest and most effective ways to teach

a procedural skill. By demonstrating a prescription, the

teacher clarifies the procedure designated by the prescrip¬

tion by providing to students a model of behavior they can

imitate. Strategies that interpret prescriptions without

going through an example are generally less effective than

those that model the desired behavior and at the same time
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give verbal and visual cues as to when to perform the

procedure. The Henderson model assumes that students

have appropriate pre-requisite skills prior to the

learning of a new procedure. Otherwise, when the teacher

models the appropriate steps in a solution procedure,

students will imitate the teacher without any true under¬

standing and thus will not be able to transfer their learning
to a new situation. (See Appendix C for an outline of moves

used in the Henderson model and examples of step-by-step

prescriptions.)

The Henderson model assumes two levels of understanding,
I and II. The student at level I understanding of a proce¬

dure, for instance, would need examples and nonexamples of

the procedure. Analogy moves are appropriate at this level

to remind students of the similarity to previously learned

procedures. Level II understanding should be achieved by

appropriate practice, analysis, and application moves.

Practice is necessary in order to perform the procedures with

speed and accuracy and to reinforce the appropriate behavior.

Corrective feedback must accompany such practice to prompt
and to motivate correct performance. Eliciting questions

such as

"How is the procedure for solving

Ax - B | > C like or unlike the

procedure for solving | x - b| >C?"
can lead to analysis and evaluation. Feedback from students

could determine whether they are at level I or level II
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understanding of a procedure. Incorrect performance of

any step in a procedure could return the teacher immediately
from level II moves to level I moves. This is where the

computer is a useful teaching device: it allows students

to return to earlier steps in a solution procedure or to

review an entire procedure.

One method of justifying prescriptions to students is

to enable them to determine whether their answer, after

following a prescription, is correct This can be done by

performing algebraic solution procedures immediately after

graphical solution procedures. For example, students can

justify to themselvés algebraically that the center value

B in I x - B < C and critical values B + C and B - C in

the graphical solution procedure are correct Then, by

looking at combination inequalities of the form

C < IAx - BI < D

the student can apply what he has learned to new solution

procedures. As another application move, the Henderson

model can be used to provide step-by-step prescriptions for

solving linear programming problems.

Treatments

The Henderson Taxonomy Model was the primary instruc¬

tional model used in both the CEI and traditional treatments.

Both treatment groups experienced the same hierarchical

arrangement of topics. This arrangement is presented
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below, followed by the particular CEI programs used in

teaching the topics.

Topic 1

Topic 2

Topic 3

Topic 4

Topic 5

Topic 6

Graphing a linear equation and linear

inequality. Solving a system of linear

equations algebraically and graphically

("Inequality1" program).

Solving a system of linear inequalities

algebraically and graphically ("Inequality1"

program).

Solving linear programming problems,

involving at most four constraints,

algebraically and graphically ("Linear

Programming" program).
*

Solving linear programming problems,

involving five or more constraints,

algebraically and graphically ("Linear

Programming" program).

Solving absolute-value of

the form |Ax - b| < C or |Ay - b| < C

algebraically and graphically. Solving

absolute-value inequalities of the form

Ax - B| ^ C or ¡Ay - B| > C algebraically
and graphically ("AbsoluteValuel" program).

Solving a system of absolute-value

inequalities of the from C < |Ax - B| < D, or

other combinations, algebraically and graphi¬

cally ("AbsoluteValuel" program).
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Subjects in the traditional treatment experienced a

highly structured, expository presentation of the procedures

for solving linear or absolute-value inequalities as

recommended by the School Mathematics Study Group (SMSG)

(Beckenbach & Bellman, 1961). Subjects in this highly
structured treatment were provided self-quizzes (with

answers) at the end of each class meeting to reinforce

correct performance of the procedures. Opportunity for

student questioning with teacher corrective feedback was

provided at each subsequent meeting. The chalkboard was

used to clarify algebraic solution procedures with frequent
reference to the real line. An overhead projector was

used in conjunction with the chalkboard to provide the most

effective visual presentation of the graphical solution

procedures possible without using the computer. The

Henderson Model was used to teach step-by-step prescriptions
of the correct solution procedures. (See Appendix C for

examples of step-by-step prescriptions used in the

traditional treatment.)

Subjects in the experimental treatment experienced a

highly-visual, computer-enhanced presentation of the pro¬

cedures for solving linear or absolute-value inequalities,
based on visual learning theories of Dwyer (1972a) , Salomon

(1979) , Gropper and Kress (1964a, 1964b). Unique

capabilities of the microcomputer were used for all

graphical solution procedures. The chalkboard was used
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by the teacher to verify algebraically the correctness of

the graphical solution procedures. For example, after the

student had visualized the center value x = B/A and the

critical values x = B/A + C/A and x = B/A - C/A on the

x-axis for the inequality | Ax - b| < C, the teacher then

verified the procedure by going through the algebraic steps

at the chalkboard. A discovery approach was used in

designing the CEI treatment. In this low-guidance (discovery)
treatment, students were expected to generate and test con¬

jectures in performing solution procedures.

Computer-Enhanced Software

The software package which accompanied the CEI treatment

was prepared according to teaching principles in the Henderson

Teaching Model and recent findings from visual learning theory.
The software package was written in Applesoft Basic for the

Apple Il-e microcomputer and consisted of three programs:

(1) Inequalityl; (2) Linear Programming; and (3) Absolute-

Valuel.

The "Inequalityl" program allowed students to scale the

x- and y-axes and to enter any number P of linear inequalities.
The program then accepted numerical coefficients A, B, and

C for each inequality in the form Ax + By < C. An externally
controlled pause was built into the program to insure that

coefficients A, B, and C were entered in proper format for
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each inequality and to allow teacher questioning moves and

student conjectures as to the possible location of inter¬

cepts and shaded half-planes. The program then drew in the

correct lines in black and white and dynamically shaded the

appropriate half-plane regions on a large computer screen.

The teacher and student could then visually verify their

conjectures. After all coefficients were entered, another

externally controlled pause was built into the program to

allow student conjectures as to the corner points and

boundary of the feasibility region. The program was then

designed to isolate the embedded solution region by erasing

all of the overlapping regions which were not part of the

solution region. The teacher and student could visually

verify their conjectures. A built-in option allowed students

to see an algebraic representation for the system of

inequalities under consideration if desired. Follow-up moves

by the teacher using the Henderson model could involve

solution of the corresponding system of linear equations

algebraically to obtain the correct corner points.

The "Linear Programming" program provided a menu of

built-in branching options to (1) provide instructions

in the solution of a linear programming problem, (2) visual¬

ize word problems with four constraints, or (3) visualize

word problems with five or more constraints. Option 1

provided a submenu of branching options to (1)' visualize

a step-by-step prescription of the procedures for solving
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a linear programming problem, (2)' visualize the graphical
%

solution of any linear programming problem, (3)' visualize

an example (demonstration), (4)' return to the main menu;

or (5)' exit the program. Option 3' of the submenu allowed

the student to see a demonstration of the correct steps in

the solution procedure with a particular example. Option 4

of the submenu allowed the student to return to the main

I

menu to solve problems involving four or five constraints.

Option 2 and 3 of the main menu served essentially
as a "page turner" to quickly present linear programming
word problems on a large computer screen The student had

a choice of four exercises involving four constraints under

Option 2 and four exercises involving five or more constraints

under Option 3. Teacher-controlled pauses were built into

this program to allow teacher questioning moves, such as

"What are the constraints?"or"What is the objective function?"

or "Is the objective function to be maximized or minimized?"

Pacing of visuals could proceed faster or slower depending
on student feedback. Options to return to the main menu or

to exit the program were always available in order to run

"Inequality1" and visualize the solution region.

The "AbsoluteValuel" program provided a menu of branching
options to solve (1) Ax - BI < C; (2) Ay - B I < C ;

(3) Ax - B > C; (4) Ay - B | > C. Option 1 began
with the prescriptive steps to solve | x — BI <C, followed

by a specific example. It then presented the prescriptive
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steps to solve | Ax - B| < C, followed by a specific

example. Analogy moves were used to show the similarity
in these procedures. By entering coefficients A, B, and C

together with any choice of "x" or "y" and or the

student had an opportunity to see the graphical solution pro¬

cedure for absolute-value inequalities on a large computer

screen. Options 2, 3, and 4 offered the same sequence

of learning experiences for each particular type of

inequality.

The graphical solution procedures employed several

graphics capabilities to ize on visual learning

theory. To graph |Ax - b| < C, the program drew two vertical

lines at x = B/A + C/A and at x = B/A - C/A on the computer

. The center point of the solution region (B/A, 0)

was made a relevant visual cue to the learner by flashing
and beeping for a few seconds. This allowed time for the

student to conjecture the center point and critical points
before they were labeled. The program then continued by

dynamically shading between the vertical lines (as the solution

region) and labeling the center point and critical points to

verify student conjectures Built-in program pauses at this

stage allowed for teacher clarification and student question¬

ing Divergent solution strategies and algebraic verification

at the chalkboard were also possible. As an additional

option, the program allowed graphical solution of a system

of absolute-value inequalities on a large computer screen.
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All three programs in the CEI software package had

certain common elements. Teacher-control of the visual

displays allowed a slower pace for corrective feedback if

student conjectures were incorrect. "What if . . .?" was

an appropriate teacher move at any point to enhance under¬

standing of the concepts. Program flexibility allowed

immediate execution of smaller or larger systems of

inequalities as a reinforcement strategy.

The Statistical Model

A multiple linear regression model of the following
form was used to represent the data:

Model Y = <* + 0 x1 + 82x2 + B3X3 + B4X4 +
85X5 + e = Y + e

where

Y is the dependent variable, that is the observed

score on the achievement posttest;

Y = A + B1X1 + B2X2 + B3X3 + B4X4 + B5X5
is the predicted value (mean value) of the dependent

variable Y at specific values of X., X_, X,, X

A is a constant; B., j
3

coefficients; X^ is a

■j_, .»2 , *»3 , .»4 , and X5 ;
=1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are the regression

covariate representing the pretest

score; X2 is a covariate representing the score on general

reasoning ability; X-. is a continuous variable representing
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the score for the ability under consideration (spatial

ability or field mode); is a dummy variable

group membership, where X 4
1 if the Y score is for a

subject in the CEI treatment group and X 4
0 if the Y

score is for a subject in the traditional treatment group;

Xj. is a variable representing the interaction between X 3

and where X^ X^ * X^; The variable "e"
the error or residual term, i.e., the difference between

the observed and the predicted value of Y. Therefore, when

X^ = 1, that is, when the group under consideration is the

CEI group, the predicted value of Y takes the form

A

Y = A + B4 + B1X1 + B2X2 + (B3 + B5)X3 (1)
and when X^ = 0 , that is, when the group under consideration
is the traditional group, the predicted value of Y takes

the form

/\

Y = A + B^ + B2X2 + B3X3 (2)

Equation (1) represents the relationship between the

score for the ability under consideration, X3, and the
A

predicted value, Y, for the CEI treatment group where

pretest and general reasoning ability are held constant.

Equation (2) represents the relationship between the score

for the ability under consideration, X3, and the predicted
value, Y, for the traditional treatment group where pretest

and general reasoning ability are held constant.
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Formal Hypotheses

In order to test for the existence of ATI between the

two treatments and each level of spatial ability and field

mode the following set of formal hypotheses were tested;

(1) The proportion of the total variability in the

population accounted for by the complete model

(that includes X^, , X^, X^, X^) is not
The above hypothesis in null form is

(1) H
1

R
2

0

H
1

6
1

6
2

3
3

6
4

6
5

0

(2) The slopes and B^ of the regression
(for fixed values of general reasoning ability

and pretest) which correspond to the CEI and the

traditional groups are not equal in the population

The above hypothesis in the null form is

(2) H2 : B5 0

In other words, there is no significant ATI between

levels of the aptitude in question and levels of treatment in

student posttest performance of the procedures for solving

linear or absolute-value inequalities. Rejection of this

hypothesis means that the two regression lines are not

parallel and a significant ordinal or disordinal ATI between

the ability under consideration and the treatments occurs.

Furthermore, if the sample estimate of the point of inter¬

section of the two regression equations is within the range

of interest of the ability variable, the interaction will

be considered disordinal.
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Further analysis

Whether ordinal or disordinal interaction should occur,

the following questions were investigated:

(1) If there is a difference between group achievement

(predicted group achievement) at specific values

of (a) the spatial ability score and (b) the

field mode score, are these differences significant?

Regions of the ability scale in which differences between

group achievement are significant are known as regions of

significance. The null hypothesis associated with this

question is

h3: e4 + e5x 0 in the population, for any specific

value of = X^'. Rejection of this hypothesis means that
there is a significant difference in predicted group

achievement at some values of the ability in question. In

that case, regions of significance will be investigated using

a Johnson-Neymann technique (Borich, Godbout, & Wunderlich,

1976).

(2) If no significant ATI occurs, then 6r = 0 and,

hence, the "X^" term is dropped from the complete
model.

Formal hypothesis

(3) The intercepts A + B. and A of the regression

values of general reasoning ability and pretest
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which correspond to the CEI and the traditional

treatment groups.

The above hypothesis phrased in the null form is as

follows:

(3) H4: B4 = 0

That is, for the particular aptitude in question, the

intercepts of the regression lines which correspond to the

CEI and the traditional groups are equal in the population.

In other words, there is no significant difference between

the performance of the CEI and the traditional treatment

groups in solving linear or absolute-value inequalities.

Rejection of this hypothesis means that there is a

significant difference between the performance of the CEI

and the traditional treatment groups. Rejection then implies

that there is a main effect for treatment.

(4) Is there any correlation between field mode

scores and spatial ability scores? A correlational

analysis was used to examine correlations

between all aptitude scores.

Figure 3.4 summarizes all of the hypotheses which were

investigated in the main study. In this figure, the CEI

treatment group is represented as the B Group and the

traditional group is represented as the A Group.



Figure 3.4 Graph of the ATI statistical
analysis

a) regions of significance

b) treatment effect
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icant

a) Graph of regions of b) Graph of treatment
significance effect



CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

This chapter presents a detailed analysis of the

data which were required for the hypothesis testing and the

interpretation of the results.

For each subject in both the computer-enhanced ( CEI)

and the traditional treatment groups, five raw scores were

obtained: (1) score on the Group Embedded Figures Test

( GEFT), as a measure of field mode ability; (2) composite

score on the Form Board Test (Vz-1) and the Paper Folding

Test (Vz-2), as measures of spatial-visual ability;

(3) score on the Abstract Reasoning Subtest of the Differ¬

ential Aptitude Test (DAT), Form V, as a measure of

general reasoning ability; (4) score on the pretest; and

(5) score on the achievement posttest.

Table 4.1 presents the means, standard deviations,

range, and number of subjects per treatment group for all

aptitudes and for the outcome measures.

To insure that Group A (traditional treatment) and

Group B (computer-enhanced treatment) were essentially

equivalent and had certain pre-requisite skills for the

study of linear inequalities, an independent sample t-test

was used to test for any statistically significant differences

87



Table4.1Descriptivestatisticsonaptitudesandoutcomes Instrument

Treatment

Mean

S.D.

Range

N

GEFT

CEI

10.08

5.94

1

18

31

TRADITIONAL

11.44

4.39

3

—

18

29

VZ-1&VZ-2
CEI

13.38

5.11

4

—

27

31

(Composite)
TRADITIONAL

14.81

6.08

5

—

24

29

Abstract

CEI

37.29

3.90

30

—

43

31

Reasoning

TRADITIONAL

38.11

4.70

27

43

29

Pretest

CEI

62.69

15.06

27

—

87

31

TRADITIONAL

62.48

17.36

24

—

100

29

Posttest

CEI

74.82

11.98

46

—

97

28

TRADITIONAL

62.76

14.06

37

—

88

29
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in the mean pretest scores for the two groups. Results of

the t-test analysis yielded no significant differences

between the two groups at the 5% level (t cal 0.01;

t crit 2.00). This pretest on earlier material was

strong support that the control and experimental groups

were essentially equivalent prior to the treatment.

In order to use multiple linear regression analysis

for this aptitude-treatment interaction (ATI) study, as

recommended by Kerlinger and Pedhazur (1973), several

assumptions are to be met, or are not to be seriously

violated (Younger, 1979). Appendix D provides a description

of these assumptions and presents every scatterplot of

interest for the five aptitude scores. By inspection of

these scatterplots, all distributions are mound-shaped

and it was concluded that none of the assumptions were

seriously violated.

Research in Chapter II revealed a high positive corre¬

lation between field independence and ability

High correlations between variables entered simultaneously

in a regression analysis leads to problems of multicollin-

earity (Younger, 1979). To avoid this problem, separate

multiple regression analyses were conducted with each of

the independent variables—field mode and ability

Results concerning the interaction between the two

treatments and ability when achievement posttest

score was the dependent variable are presented in Table 4.2,
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Table 4.2 Summary of variance in performance accounted
for by aptitudes, treatment effects, and ATI.

Variables in Regression df R2 F

Full Model 5 . 3637 5.83*

Aptitudes

X^ (Pretest) 1 .0419 1.22

X2 (DAT) 1 .0028 0.08

x3 (VZ) 1 .0086 0.56

Treatments

X4 CCEI & TRADITIONAL) 1

Aptitude X Treatment Interactions

.0247 0.72

X^ ( VZ X Treatment) 1 .0876 2.55*

*Significant at .05 level
F crit = 2.45
( '-05, 5, 52)
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4.3, and 4.4. A graphical interpretation of these results

is presented in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.

Table 4.2 presents a summary of variance in performance

accounted for by aptitudes, treatment effects, and ATI. It

2shows squared multiple correlation R , F-ratio, and degrees
of freedom required for testing the contribution of each

of the full model and the interaction terms in explaining
the variability of the posttest achievement score. The

full model contains two covariates—pretest (X^) and
0general reasoning ability (X^). It also contains three

independent variables—spatial ability (X^), the treatment
variable (X^), and the interaction term (X^ = X^*X^) (See
Chapter III, page 80, for a detailed discussion of the

multiple linear regression equation for the full model).

Since Fcal (5.83) is greater than F crit (2.45), the

hypothesis H^, that the contribution of the full model in

explaining the variability of the posttest achievement

score is 0 in the population, was rejected. The squared

multiple correlation associated with the full model indicates

that 36.4% of the variability of the posttest achievement

score is explained by the model. Table 4.2 also indicates

that the computed F-ratio associated with the interaction

term is sufficiently large to reject the hypothesis
that the contribution of the interaction in explaining the

variability of the achievement score is 0 (F cal ( 2.55) is

greater than F crit (2.45)). This indicates that a
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Table 4.3 Multiple regression equations for achievement
showing partial regression coefficients for
each treatment.

Treatment Constant
B. ,

1 for
Pretest

B2 for
DAT

for

VZ-factor

CEI

(B-Group) 63. 50 -.20 +.10 +. 57

TRADITIONAL
(A-Group) 65.13 -. 20 +.10 +.11

Note: DAT - Abstract Reasoning Ability
VZ - Spatial-Visual Ability



Table4.4Comparisonofbetweengroupsimpleregressionequationsforspatialabilitywhereabstractreasoningabilityandpretestabilityareconstant.
TreatmentInterceptSlopeConfidenceRangeofInterestCross-Over IntervalofSpatialAbilityPoint

CEI (B-Group) TRADITIONAL
(A-Group)

59.44

S1=.57
(.19,.62)

4

-27

61.07

s2=.11
(-.46,.13)

5

-24

3.54
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Achievement

B Group

A Group

Spatial
Ability

Figure 4.1 Graph of simple regression equations for the
CEI group and traditional group on spatial
ability where abstract reasoning ability and
pretest ability are constant.



RegionofSignificance

SpatialX Ability

3

4.2Graphoftheconfidencebandaboutthedifference Y„-Yinpredictedachievement
(forspatialability)



significant interaction occurred between the treatments

and the spatial ability. The multiple correlation asso¬

ciated with the interaction term indicates that the inter¬

action explained 8.8% of the variability of the achievement

score over and above that already explained by X^, X2, X^,
and X^. Table 4.3 presents partial regression coefficients

for each treatment in achievement.

The presence of five variables in the full model for

the multiple linear regression equation makes meaningful

interpretation of significant interactions impossible.

Hence, simple linear regression equations were obtained by

holding the covariates pretest ( X^) and general reasoning
ability (X2) constant at X^ = 62.5 and X2 = 38.0 in the
analysis. Table 4.4 presents a comparison between inter¬

cepts and slopes of the simple linear regression equations
which correspond to the CEI and the traditional treatment

groups. It also presents 95% confidence intervals about

these slopes, the sample estimate (X^', 0) of the point of
intersection of the two regression equations and the range

of interest of spatial ability. Inspection of Table 4.4

reveals that the cross-over point P (3.54, 0) of the regression

equations, which are associated with the CEI group (B-Group)
and the traditional group ( A-Group) , is outside the range

of interest of the spatial ability. According to definition,
therefore, the interaction is ordinal.

Table 4.4 reveals also that the 95% confidence interval

about S2, the slope of the regression equation that is

associated with the A-Group, captures 0, while that about
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S1, the slope of the regression equation that is associated

with the B Group, does not capture 0. The hypothesis H2,
therefore, that there is no relationship between spatial

ability and group achievement is not rejected for the

traditional group but is rejected for the CEI group.

Figure 4.1 presents a graphical interpretation of

these equations with cross over point P (3.54, 0) occurring
outside the range of interest of spatial ability. Figure
4.1 also shows the X^-intercept for regions of significance
(X 3 25.5) as obtained using the Johnson-Neymann procedure

(Kerlinger & Pedhazur, 1973). To the right of X^ = 25.5,
the computer enhanced treatment is significantly more

effective than the traditional treatment.

Figure 4.2 presents a graphical interpretation for the

difference - Y* in predicted achievement as a function
of spatial ability X^ (broken line). It also presents the

graph of the confidence band about the difference
A A

Y - Y
B A

in predicted achievement as recommended by Cronbach and

Snow (1977). In Figure 4.2, the broken line represents

the sample interaction, that is, the interaction resulting
from the samp1 The confidence band is the graph
which results from constructing the upper and lower limits

of the 95% simultaneous confidence intervals, where these

confidence intervals are obtained from the difference in

the predicted values of the dependent variable that were

computed at different values of the ability variable X 3
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The confidence band in Figure 4.2 suggests, with 95%
A

confidence, that the true interaction (population inter¬

action) lies between the two branches of the confidence

band. This indicates that the true interaction can be

stronger or weaker than the sample interaction, as

represented by the lines and L^, respectively. It also
indicates that the population interaction can possibly be

ordinal or disordinal, but with large possibility to be

ordinal. In Figure 4.2 the upper branch of the confidence

band cuts the X^-axis at = 25.5 (approximately) and the
lower branch does not cut at all inside the range of

interest. This suggests that we may reject in the

population. There is a significant difference in predicted

group achievement at certain specific values of spatial

ability (X^). The B Group achievement is significantly
better than the A Group achievement when X^ is greater than
25.5. For X^ less than 25.5 the advantage may lie either
with the B Group or with the A Group. To the left of 3.54

(outside the range of interest), the advantage seems to

lie with the A Group. One region of significance, therefore,
is the region of X^ bounded below by X^ = 25.5 and above
by X^ = 34.0. This finding is consistent with the finding
in Figure 4.1 using the Johnson-Neymann procedure.

Results concerning the interaction between the two

treatments and the field mode ability when posttest

achievement was the dependent variable are presented in
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Table 4.5, 4.5, 4.7, and 4.8. Figure 4.3 presents a

graphical interpretation of these results.

Table 4.5 presents a summary of variance in performance

accounted for by aptitudes, treatment effects, and ATI. It

2shows squared multiple correlation R , F-ratio, and degrees
of freedom required for testing the contribution of each of

the full model and the interaction term in explaining the

variability of the posttest achievement score. The full

model contains two covariates—pretest (X^) and general
reasoning ability (X2) It also contains three independent
variables--field mode ( X^), the treatment variable (X^),
and the interaction term (X^ = X^*X^) (See Chapter III,
page 80, for a detailed discussion of the multiple regression

equation for the full model).

Since F cal (4.19) is greater than F crit (2.45) , the

hypothesis H^, that the contribution of the full model in

explaining the variability of the dependent variable is 0

in the population, was rejected. The squared multiple
correlation associated with the full model indicates that

29.1% of the variability of the posttest achievement score

is explained by the model. Table 4.5 indicates also that

computed associated with the interaction term

is not sufficiently large to reject the hypothesis H2 that
the contribution of the interaction in explaining the

variability of the achievement score is 0. This indicates

that a significant interaction did not occur between the

treatments and the field mode ability. The multiple
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Table 4.5 Summary of variance in performance accounted
for by aptitudes, treatment effects and ATI.

Variables in Regression df R2 F

Full Model 5 .2912 4.19*

Aptitudes

X1 ( Pretest) 1 .0443 0.93

X2 (DAT) 1 .0007 0.01

X3 (GEFT) 1 .0095 0.20

Treatments

X4 (CEI & TRADITIONAL) 1 . 0570 1.19

Aptitude X Treatment Interactions

X5 (GEFT X Treatment) 1 .0040 0.08

* Significant at .05 level
F crit = 2.45
(.05, 5, 52)
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Table 4.6 Summary of variance in performance accounted
for by aptitudes and treatment effects,
disregarding ATI.

Variables in Regression df R2 F

Full model 4 .28716 5.24*

Aptitudes

(Pretest) 1 .0405 0.85

X2 (DAT) 1 .0009 0.02

X3 (GEFT) 1 . 0058 0.12

Treatments

X4 (CEI & Traditional) 1 .2270 4.75*

*Significant at .05 level
F crit = 2.61
(.05, 4, 53)

F crit = 4.08
(.05, 1, 53)
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Table 4.7 Reduced multiple regression equations for
achievement showing partial regression
coefficients for each treatment.

Treatment Constant B1 for
Pretest

B2 for
DAT

B3 for
GEFT

CEI 57.65 . 19 .05 .04

TRADITIONAL 44.02 .19 .05 .04

Note: DAT - Abstract Reasoning Ability
GEFT - Field Mode Ability
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Table 4.8 Comparison of between group simple regression
equations for field mode ability where abstract
reasoning ability and pretest ability are
constant.

Treatment Intercept Slope
Range of Interest
of Field Mode
Ability

CEI

(B-Group) 71.43 .04 1-18

TRADITIONAL
(A-Group) 57.80 .04 3-18
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Figure 4.3 Graph of simple regression equations for the
CEI group and traditional group on field mode
ability where abstract reasoning ability and
pretest ability are constant
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correlation associated with the interaction explained

only 0.4% of the variability of the achievement score over

and above that already explained by X^, X2, X^/ and X^.
Since the interaction term (X^) made less than 1% contribu¬
tion to the variance in the achievement score, it was

dropped from the full model in any further regression analysis.

Table 4.6 presents a summary of variance in performance

accounted for by aptitudes and treatment effects, disregarding
ATI. Since F cal (4.75) for treatment effects is greater

than F crit (4.08) the hypothesis H4, that the intercepts
of the regression lines which correspond to the CEI and

the traditional groups are equal in the population, was

rejected. This indicates that a significant main effect

for treatment did occur for the field mode ability. In

other words, there is a singificant difference between the

performance of the CEI and the traditional treatment groups

in solving linear or absolute-value inequalities where

field mode is the aptitude of interest.

Table 4.7 presents partial regression coefficients

for the reduced equations for each treatment in achievement.

The presence of four variables in the reduced multiple

regression equations makes meaningful interpretation of

main effects difficult. Simple linear regression equations

were obtained, therefore, by holding the covariates pretest

&^) and abstract reasoning (X2) constant at X^ = 62.5 and
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Table 4.8 presents a comparison between intercepts and
%

slopes for these simple linear regression equations which

correspond to the CEI and the traditional treatment groups.

In Table 4.8 the slopes are the same, indicating parallel

regression lines in the reduced models. Table 4.8 also

presents different intercepts for the CEI and traditional

treatment groups and the range of interest of the field

mode ability.

Figure 4.3 presents a graphical interpretation of

these equations within the range of interest of field mode

ability. Clearly, by inspection, the CEI group had signifi¬

cantly higher posttest achievement scores than the traditional

group across the entire range of the field mode ability.
Table 4.9 shows the intercorrelations of aptitudes

and outcomes by treatment and the reliabilities.

The Spearman-Brown correlation between parts 1 and

2 of the GEFT were used as estimates of reliability for the

field mode. The point-biserial correlation of each item to

the entire test (excluding that item) was used to obtain

an estimate of internal consistency for both the pretest

and posttest measures. The Pearson-product moment correla¬

tion between part 1 and 2 of Vz-1 and Vz-2 were- used as

estimates of reliability for the Vz-factor of spatial

ability. Test-retest reliabilities were used to obtain

estimates of reliability for the DAT. (See Appendix C for

a discussion of reliability and validity of each testing
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Table 4.9 Intercorrelations of aptitudes and outcomes
by treatment (reliabilities on the diagonal).

Variable Treatment 1 2 3 4 5

1. Pretest CEI .70 .70 .47 .33 .38
TRADITIONAL .70 -.01 -.18 -.18 .32

2. Abstract CEI .70 . 82 .60 .55 .37
Reasoning TRADITIONAL -.01 . 82 .54 .35 -.16

3. VZ-factor CEI .47 .60 . 60 .51 .60
(VZ-1 and
VZ-2)

TRADITIONAL -.18 .54 .60 . 26 -.23

4. GEFT CEI .33 .55 .51 . 82 .33
TRADITIONAL -.18 .35 .26 . 82 .28

5. Posttest CEI .38 .37 .60 .33 .75
TRADITIONAL .32 -.16 -.23 .28 . 75
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instrument). Table 4.9 also reveals a substantial difference

in the correlation coefficients between the abstract reasoning
and the posttest across the CEI and traditional treatment

groups ( r = .37 in the CEI group; r = -.16 in the tradi¬

tional group). A substantial difference across treatments

in the correlation between the Vz-factor of spatial ability
and the posttest was also observed (r = .60 in the CEI

group; r = -.23 in the traditional group). A substantial

positive correlation was observed between GEFT and the Vz-

factor of spatial ability (r = .51 in the CEI group; r =

.26 in the traditional group).



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions From the Tested Hypotheses

The primary concern of the main study was to compare

the proficiency of students after receiving a computer-

enhanced (CEI) treatment of a topic in college algebra

to students who have received a traditional treatment of

the same topic. To make a meaningful comparison of

student performance across the CEI and traditional treat¬

ment groups, it was necessary to empirically test the

existence of an aptitude-treatment interaction (ATI)

between these two treatments and each of the ability

variables, spatial-visual ability and field mode ability,

when the dependent variable was the achievement test score.

Existence of a disordinal ATI was investigated by testing

the null hypotheses (1) and (2) mentioned below, in

addition to a necessary condition concerning the position

of the sample estimate of the point of intersection of the

two regression equations (those associated with the CEI

and the traditional groups) with respect to the range of

interest of the ability score. Hypothesis (1) in null form
2

was (1) H: R =0. That is, the contribution of the full

109
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model, which contains two covariates X^ (pretest) and X2
(abstract reasoning ability), the ability of interest X^
(spatial ability or field mode), the treatment variable X^,
and the interaction term X

5
X_ * X, , in explaining the3 4

variability of the dependent variable is 0 in the popula¬

tion. Hypothesis (2) was H: AR
2
<V Xl, X2, X3' x4> 0

That is, the contribution of the interaction term Xc in

explaining the variability of the dependent variable is

0 in the population.

If the null hypotheses (1) and (2) were rejected and

if the sample estimate of the point of intersection of the

regression equations associated with the CEI group (B Group)

and the traditional group (A Group) was within the range of

interest of the ability score, then the interaction was

considered disordinal. Whether ordinal or disordinal ATI

occurred, the Johnson-Neymann procedure was used to investi¬

gate regions of significance. The null hypothesis associated

with this question is (3) H: 84 + B5X 0. That is, there

is no significant difference in predicted group achievement

at any values of the ability variable in question. Rejection

of this hypothesis indicates that regions of significance at

the 95% level of confidence do exist at some value X = X ‘
3 3

of the ability variable.

If the null hypothesis (1) was rejected but the null

hypothesis (2) was not rejected, then a reduced model (that

included X
1, X0, X^, X,,) was used to2 4 test the hypothesis
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(4) H: AH2 ( X4/ Xx, X2, X3) 0 That is, for the partic¬

ular aptitude in question, the intercepts of the regression

lines which correspond to the B Group and the A Group are

equal in the population. Rejection of this hypothesis

would imply a main effect for treatment.

Since randomization was not possible in this study,

pretest scores for the intact groups were analyzed to

determine whether the means and standard deviations of the

two groups were significantly different prior to the experi¬

mental treatment (Ary, Jacobs, & Razavich, 1972). An inde¬

pendent sample t-test analysis on data from Table 4.1 revealed

that at the .05 level there was no significant difference in

mean pretest scores between the two groups ( t cal 0.01;

t crit 2.00). This was strong support that the two groups

were essentially equivalent prior to this study.

Examination of Table 4.2 reveals that when achievement

test score was the dependent variable, and spatial ability was

the aptitude of interest X^, hypothesis (1) was rejected at
the .05 level of (F cal 5.83 against F crit

2.45). This indicates that the full model which includes X1,

X2, X^, X^, and X^ makes a significant contribution in explain
ing variability of the dependent variable in the population.

Table 4.2 also reveals that when achievement test score was

the dependent variable and spatial ability was the aptitude

of interest, hypothesis (2) was at the .05 level of

(F cal 2.55 against F crit 2.45). This indicates
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significant ATI occurred between the treatments and spatial

ability when achievement test score was the dependent
variable. As further support for the presence of this ATI,

Table 4.9 reveals a substantial change in the correlation

between posttest and the Vz-factor of spatial ability across

treatments (r = .60 in CEI group; r = -.23 in traditional

group). Inspection of Table 4.3 and 4.4 indicates that the

sample estimate of the cross-over point of the regression
lines associated with the B Group and the A Group was = 3.

which is outside the range of interest of the spatial

ability variable. It was therefore concluded that the

observed interaction was ordinal. Figure 4.1 provides
evidence which supports this conclusion. Figure 4.1

suggests also that X^ = 25.5 is the endpoint for a 95%
region of significance within the range of interest of

spatial ability. Hence, hypothesis (3) was rejected by
the Johnson-Neymann procedure. Figure 4.2 reveals that a

95% confidence band about the difference Yg - in group
achievement does not capture 0 at values of the spatial

ability X^ such that X^ is approximately greater than 25.5.
This indicates that the region 25.5 < X^ < 34.0 is a region
of significance. The B Group achievement is significantly
better than the A Group achievement for spatial ability
scores between 25.5 and 34.0. Figure 4.2 also indicates that

to the left of 25.5 the confidence band about the difference

YB - Ya in group achievement does capture 0. This indicates
that for students with spatial ability scores less than
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25.5, the advantage in group achievement may lie with either

the A Group or the B Group.

Examination of Table 4.5 reveals that when achievement

test score was the dependent variable and field mode was

the aptitude of interest, hypothesis (1) was rejected at

the .05 level of significance ( F cal 4.19 against F crit

2.45). This indicates that the full model which includes

X^, X^, , and X,- makes a significant contribution to
explaining variability of the dependent variable in the

population. Table 4.5 also reveals that when achievement

test score was the dependent variable and field mode was

the ability variable, hypothesis (2) was not rejected at the

.05 level of significance (F cal 0.08 against F crit 4.08)

This indicates that a nonsignificant ATI occurred between

the treatments and field mode ability when achievement test

score was the dependent variable. As further support for

the absence of any significant ATI, Table 4.9 reveals

little change in correlation between posttest and field

mode (GEFT) across treatments (r .33 in the CEI group;

.28 in the traditional group). The interaction term

Xj- was therefore dropped from the full model to obtain a

reduced model which included X-, , Xn, X^, and X^.1 2

Examination of Table 4.6 reveals that hypothesis (1)

is rejected at the .05 level of significance (F cal 5.24

against F crit 2.61). This indicates that the reduced

model which includes X^, X^, , and X^ makes a significant
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contribution to explaining variability of the dependent

variable in the population. Table 4.6 also reveals that

when achievement test score was the dependent variable and

field mode ability was the aptitude of interest, hypothesis

(4) was at the .05 level of significance (F cal

4.75 against F crit 4.08). This indicates that for

fixed values of general reasoning ability and pretest and

for field mode ability, the intercepts of the regression

lines which correspond to the B Group and the A Group are

significantly different in the population. This implies

that there is a significant difference in posttest performance

between the CEI group and the traditional group. Table 4.7,

Table 4.8, and Figure 4.3 reveal significantly higher post¬

test performance for the CEI group across the entire range

of field mode scores

Of some interest in this study is the relationship

between ability variables and group achievement. Table 4.2

provides evidence that a significant ATI occurred between

ability and the treatments in achievement. In

other words, the relationship between the treatments and

achievement changed across varying levels of spatial

ability. Table 4.4 provides evidence that a 95% confidence

interval about S
2 , the slope of the traditional group

did capture 0, while that about S 1 B^ + Bj., the slope
of the CEI group, did not capture 0. It was observed,

therefore, that a significant relationship exists between

spatial ability and achievement of the CEI group, but not
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between spatial ability and traditional group achievement.

The conclusion therefore is that spatial ability is a

significant predictor of achievement of the CEI group, but

not relevant as a predictor of achievement of the traditional

group. Table 4.5 indicates that a significant ATI did not

occur between field mode ability and the treatments in

achievement. In other words, the relationship between the

treatments and achievement did not change significantly

across varying levels of field mode ability. This indicates

that field mode ability is not a significant predictor of

achievement of either the CEI or traditional groups.

Table 4.9 reveals that there is a positive correlation

between spatial ability and field mode. This finding

provides support for the analysis procedure used in the

present study of using separate regression equations with

each aptitude (spatial ability or field mode) to prevent

problems of multicollinearity. Table 4.9 shows a substantial

change in correlation between abstract reasoning (DAT) and

posttest across treatments. This finding suggests a

possible ATI between abstract reasoning and posttest

achievement across treatments.

Discussion

The specific purpose of this study was to compare the

proficiency of students after receiving a CEI treatment of
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a topic in college algebra to students who have received

a traditional treatment of the same topic. Pilot Study I
I

did not support superiority of either treatment. However,

results on a questionnaire did indicate that pacing of

visuals may have been too fast for comprehension for 54%

of the subjects in the CEI group. Kress and Gropper (1964a,

1964b) argued that pacing is a crucial variable to high

achievement in visual learning.

Cronbach (1967) advocated that unless one treatment

is clearly the best for all individuals, then the treatments

should be differentiated in such a way as to maximize their

interaction with the aptitude variables. If this is

accomplished and disordinal interactions do exist, then

learning is maximized. The goal of ATI is to select

methods of instruction that are most effective for groups

of students with particular kinds of aptitudes. One aptitude

of interest in recent visual learning research is spatial-

visual ability.

Pilot Study II was conducted to study the effect of

the CEI and traditional treatments on the achievement of

students of different levels of spatial-visual ability.

This was achieved by studying the interaction between two

levels of treatment and three levels of spatial ability.

Salomon's preferential model was used to generate the

ATI hypotheses in this second pilot study. According to this

preferential model, the CEI treatment was a highly visual,
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computer-enhanced presentation reminiscent of the computer

treatment used in Pilot Study I (but modified for greater

teacher-control in pacing the visuals) and designed to call

on students' high spatial ability. The traditional treatment

was identical to the traditional treatment used in Pilot

Study I.

In Pilot Study II a significant disordinal interaction
between spatial ability and the treatments in achievement

occurred. A follow-up simple effects analysis using a

Bonferroni procedure revealed a significant difference

betweel low spatials and medium spatials in the traditional

treatment. The medium spatials did significantly better
than the low spatials. Visual learning theorists predict
that students having medium spatial ability should do

better than students having low spatial ability in a

traditional treatment involving transparencies. Simple
line drawings presented with black and white overlays

provide more visual cues of the various shaded regions
to the medium spatial subjects than to the low spatial

subjects. The algebraic presentations used in the

traditional treatment may have required an analysis of

detail which interfered more with the information¬

processing style and perceptual preferences of the high
spatials than the medium spatials. In effect, the medium

spatials in the traditional treatment may have been able to

learn effectively from either algebraic or graphical
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presentations and may have adapted well to either processing
style. Visual learning theorists argue that the ability of

high spatials to learn from relevant sound, motion, and

shading cues, and their ability to mentally manipulate
shaded regions readily could account for their higher
scores in the CEI treatment in Pilot Study II.

In Pilot Study II, spatial ability which is normally
a continuous variable, was dichotomized into low, medium,
and high levels. The disordinal interaction which occurred

could have been an artifact of this artificial dichotomy
in the Vz-factor of spatial ability. This interaction

might disappear if the Vz-factor was treated as a continuous

variable in a multiple regression analysis as recommended

by Kerlinger and Pedhazur (1973).

Students presented with the procedural tasks of solving
a system of linear inequalities graphically or algebraically
must, prior to information processing, separate pieces of

information from the complex stimulus pattern in which it

is embedded. Some students, because of cognitive style

preferences, may perform such procedures entirely as

algebraic tasks. Other students, who have high ability to
disembed the feasibility region from the overlapping half¬
plane regions, may decide to perform the procedures entirely
as spatial-visual tasks. Still other students may adopt
a combination of strategies in information processing.
Cognitive style provides an empirical basis for the
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interpretation of student perceptual preferences in such

information-processing procedures. Field mode is one

manifestation of cognitive style. Students vary in field

mode ability ranging on a continuum from field dependent
at the left extreme to field independent at the right
extreme.

Cronbach and Snow (1977) attribute most ATI to general

reasoning ability because it is difficult to separate the

effects of a specific aptitude from general reasoning

ability. The contribution of general reasoning ability to

variance in achievement, therefore, should be factored out

first in a regression analysis, and then see what contribu¬

tion to variance is left for spatial ability or field mode.

The main study was an ATI study and was conducted as

a follow-up study to Pilot Study II. It was designed to

investigate three research hypotheses (stated in Chapter I)
the first hypothesis concerned the existence of an ATI

between the two treatments and spatial ability (as a

continuous variable) in achievement. The second hypothesis
concerned the existence of an ATI between the same treat¬

ments and the field mode ability (as a continuous variable)
in achievement. The third hypothesis investigated the

presence of a main effect for treatment based on the absenc

of any ATI. Based on the suggestion of Cronbach and Snow,

the search for ATI is the key to investigating the

question of whether the CEI treatment and the traditional

treatment have different effects on achievement of first
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year college algebra students of varying abilities at

Embry-Riddle University. This was the primary purpose of

the present study.

As is evident from the discussion in the section titled

"Conclusions From the Tested Hypothesis," it appears that

this research gave evidence in support of the first hypothesis
but failed to support the second hypothesis. Thus, a

support but not a final answer is provided by this study
to the ATI problem in general and to the question underlying
the purpose of this study in particular. In addition to

the observation that spatial ability significantly interacts

with the treatments, it was also found that spatial ability
is a significant predictor of achievement of the CEI group

but not the traditional group. This finding provides

partial support for Carry's original hypothesis (1968)

that spatial ability would predict success from a graphic
treatment. The graphic treatment was modified in the

present study into a CEI treatment. A possible explanation
for the presence of a critical region, within the range of
interest of spatial ability, in which the B group achieve¬
ment was significantly higher than the A group, is that the

CEI treatment was a highly visual presentation matched more

closely to the spatial ability of the B group than to the

A group. In addition, Snow and Saloman (1968) have

predicted that ATI's are likely to reside in the Vz-factor

of spatial-visual ability.
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The second research hypothesis in the main study was

generated based on Salomon's preferential model for ATI

hypotheses. The traditional treatment was therefore designed

as a high-guidance (expository) treatment for field dependent

students. The CEI treatment was designed as a low-guidance

(discovery), preferential treatment for field independent

students. According to the revised theory of cognitive

style (Witkin & Goodenough, 1977 ), discovery learning

strategies lead to higher achievement for field independents

whereas expository strategies lead to higher achievement

for field dependents. The revised cognitive style theory,

therefore, did not find support in this study. No significant

ATI occurred between field mode and the treatments. Explan¬

ation of why this outcome occurred is not obvious. A

possible explanation however could be that the step-by-step

procedures required in the Henderson teaching model imposed

enough structure on the CEI (discovery) treatment to make

it indistinguishable in terms of level of guidance from the

traditional treatment (expository).

Using a reduced model and disregarding the ATI for

the field mode ability, the third hypothesis found support

in the main study. The CEI group had significantly higher

posttest achievement scores than the traditional group

across the entire range of the field mode ability. This

finding provides support for the effectiveness of CEI in

teaching a traditional topic in college algebra. In

addition, results on the questionnaire in Pilot Study I
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revealed that where CEI was used in the mathematics

classroom there was a positive attitude toward CEI and

toward learning other topics in mathematics using CEI.

This study also supports Dwyer's visual learning theory

by showing that a computer presentation of a mathematics

topic involving color, motion, sound, and dynamic shading
is more effective than a traditional presentation of the

same topic (as recommended by the School Mathematics Study

Group) which does not involve motion, sound, color, or

dynamic shading.

Table 4.9 shows a positive correlation between spatial

ability and field mode. This finding supports research

which argues that spatial ability and field mode are

positively correlated. (See Appendix C for a discussion of

this controversy.) The changing relationship between abstract

reasoning (DAT) and posttest achievement across treatments

in Table 4.9 suggests a possible ATI between abstract

reasoning and the treatments. The presence of a significant
ATI between abstract reasoning and the treatments in achieve¬

ment, however, was not investigated in the present study.
A final remark which is worth making here is that one

should be cautious when generalizing the findings of this
research to other populations. First is the problem of

the external validity of the experiment. This is discussed

in Appendix E. Second, as noted in Figure 4.2 of Chapter IV,

the confidence band about the differences Y - Ya suggestsD Ü

that the true interaction could possibly be stronger or
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weaker than the sample interaction One must exercise

caution, therefore, when making statements concerning the

strength of the interaction between the treatments and

ability in the population when achievement test

score is the dependent variable. The confidence band about

the differences
A A

Y - Y
B *A suggests that the true interaction

could possibly be ordinal or disordinal, especially at the

upper range of spatial ability. This indicates that when

achievement test score is the dependent variable, one must

be cautious in statements about the nature of the inter¬

action (if it exists) between the treatments and spatial

ability in the population. Thus, concerning the population,
no final answer can be given to the question of whether the

differences in spatial ability could account for the

differences in group achievement. The confidence intervals

about and S2 (Table 4.4) suggests that only cautious

statements can be made about the strength of the relationship
between the CEI group achievement and spatial ability or

between the traditional group achievement and spatial

ability. In general, the findings of this research provide
evidence which indicates that ability variables interact

with instructional treatments in achievement Furthermore,
this study demonstrates that mathematical materials and

software can be prepared for the computer which will

enhance the instruction which the learner receives by

capitalizing on mental abilities and maximizing achievement
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Recommendations for Further Research

The discussion above demonstrates a need for additional

research effort in the direction suggested by this study.
Research into the area of CAI effectiveness has typically

investigated student achievement, student attitude toward

CAI and toward subject matter, time savings relative to

unit completion and/or mastery learning, and learning
retention. The present study focused on the effectiveness

of a CEI presentation in relation to student achievement

and attitude toward learning. CEI research needs to be

conducted as a follow-up to this study to examine whether

CEI can reduce the time required to learn mathematics

relative to unit completion and/or mastery. If time used

to complete studying is a dependent variable, it is possible
that at relatively low or relatively high levels of spatial

ability or field mode ability, differences in time account

for differences in achievement? Long-term retention of

mathematical procedures learning in a CEI setting should
be compared with more traditional settings in future

research. If achievement level is raised in CEI presentations
but retention is lowered, then perhaps CEI does not have a

place in mathematics classrooms in the twenty-first century.
The fact that a significant ATI was observed between

the treatments and spatial ability should encourage investi¬

gators to carry on ATI research in different areas of

mathematics. Further ATI studies need to be conducted to
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determine if general reasoning ability successfully%

predicts performance in a CEI treatment or in a traditional

treatment. If the CEI treatment were modified to be a

true low-guidance (discovery) treatment and the traditional

treatment were modified to be a true high-guidance (expository)
treatment, would field independence predict success for

the low-guidance group and field dependence predict

success for the high-guidance group as Witkin conjectured?

Additional research involving the relationship between
the constructs spatial ability, field mode, and abstract

reasoning, especially in relation to CEI presentations,
should be conducted.
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*

DO NOT SIGN YOUR NAME DATE:

MA 140
COLLEGE ALGEBRA

QUESTIONNAIRE

Instructions: Please respond in detail to each of the
following items based on your personal reaction to the
two-week treatment which you just completed. (Be honestwith yourself).

PART I. SEQUENCING (Please fill in the blanks)

Topics in the two-week treatment were presented in the
following sequence:

Topic 1: Graphing a linear equation and linear inequality.Solving a system of linear equations algebraicallyand graphically.

Topic 2: Solving a system of linear inequalities alge¬
braically and graphically. Graph a quadratic
inequality.

Topic 3: Solving linear programming problems involving atmost 3 constraints algebraically and graphically.
Topic 4: Solving linear programming problems involving 4

or more constraints algebraically and graphically.
Topic 5: Solving absolute-value inequalities of form|ax-b| <c or |ay - b| <c algebraically and

graphically.
Solving absolute-value inequalities of form| ax - b| >c or |ay - b| > c algebraically and
graphically.

Topic 6: Solving a system of absolute-value inequalitiesof form c <|ax - b| <d and other combinations.
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1291.Do you feel that this particular sequence of the
topics was organized so that you could comprehend
the material? (Yes/No) Explain your answer
in detail2.How would you arrange the topics (#1 - #6) if you
were teaching the class? Give a specific sequence.3.Which topics (if any) would you delete if you were
teaching all the concepts? Be specific.4.Which topics (if any) would you add (which were not
covered) if you were teaching all the concepts? Be
specific5.Would you include more applications? (Yes/No)
If answer is yes, where would you place them in the
sequence?

If answer is No, why not?

PART II. PACING (Circle the appropriate answer)6.How did you feel (be honest) about the pacing (rateof presentation) of the computer visuals in relation
to your rate of comprehension?

TOO FAST TOO SLOW ABOUT RIGHT

Please explain your answer in detail

If you would change the pacing (rate of presentation)of the visuals, where would you change it?
Topic 1 faster slower
Topic 2 faster slower
Topic 3 faster slower
Topic 4 faster slower
Topic 5 faster slower
Topic 6 faster slower

7.
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Please explain your answer in detail

PART III. ATTITUDE SURVEY (Please fill in the blanks)8.Did you find the two-week presentation boring at
times? (Yes/No) If yes, where9.Did you find the two-week presentation interesting
at times? (Yes/No) If yes, where?10.Did you enjoy the two-week presentation overall?
(Yes/No) If No, why not11.Would you like to see other topics from college
algebra taught using the computer? (Yes/No)
Please explain in some detail12.Would you like to see other topics in mathematics
(all areas possible) taught using the computer?
(Yes/No) Please explain in details13.Do you feel you will remember the procedures for
solving inequalities longer since you learned them
on the Computer? (Yes/No) Please explain indetail
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QUESTIONNAIRE
SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Total Number Items 13 Total Number Responses 28

Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

Item 4

24
% of Total 86

No Responses
% of Total

4
14

Leave Original
% of Total

24 Change Sequence
86 % of Total

Topic 1
Topic 2

(Quad. Inequal.)
Topic 3

0

2
0

Topic 4
Topic 5

Delete Topic 6

0
0

0

Introduce Additional Topics

Item 5. Yes Responses 2 No Responses 26
% of Total 7 % of Total 93

Item 6. Pacing Too Fast: 15 Pacing Too Slow 7
% of Total 54 % of Total 25
Pacing About Right 6
% of Total 21

Item 7. Pacing Topic 1 faster 0 slower 0
% 0 % 0

Pacing Topic 2 faster 0 slower 0
% 0 % 0

Pacing Topic 3 faster 2 slower 15
% 7 % 54

Pacing Topic 4 faster 2 slower 15
% 7 % 54

Pacing Topic 5 faster 7 slower 1
% 25 % 4

Pacing Topic 6 faster 7 slower 1
% 25 % 4

Item 8. Yes Responses 8 No Responses 20
% of Total 29 % of Total 71

Item 9. Yes Responses 26 No Responses 2
% of Total 93 % of Total 7

Item 10. Yes Responses 20 No Responses 8
% of Total 71 % of Total 23

4
14
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Item 11. Yes Responses 20 No Responses 8
% of Total 71 % of Total 29

Item 12. Yes Responses 22 No Responses 6
% of Total 79 % of Total 21

Item 13. Yes Responses 20 No Responses 8
% of Total 71 % of Total 29
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MATERIALS FOR PILOT STUDY II



Simple Effects Analyses

We examine first the simple effects for treatment #1 (traditional

treatment) across levels of spatial ability. Refer to Table 3.4 ,in.relation

to symbolism.
/\

Y
T,S, - \S2 • - 60-20 - 83' 13 = -22.93

Vl ' Vj ■£ = 60.20 - 70.20 = -10.00

VL - - Y~ c = 83.13 - 70.20 = 12.93T1S2 T1S3

Set error rate per family of comparison at .05 and use a Bonferroni

procedure.

'/^Tis2 =/<TlSl '/<TiS3 o- w *u, nA. at 1
/ cell
sign
diff

east two or

means are

ificantlv
erent.

A

3 1 C3, 33, .95
/mMS C 4

error 3

▼
i

5 '

where t-
o, jj, .95

2.5372.

Hence we have the following confidence intervals

22.93 t 2.5372 \f 156.149 C-325) s - 22.93 t 18.07

10.00 * 2.5372 \J 156.149 C-4001 - 10.00 t 20.05

12.93 + 2.5372 «y/l5ó.l43 C-325j = 12.93 * ISO?
Hence, our Bonferroni analysis yields:

A

V 1
confidence interval = r_

V»
■ 41, - 4.36)

A

2
confidence interval = c-■ 30.05, 10.OS)

A

3
confidence interval = c--5.14, 51).
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We conclude that there is a significant difference using the

Bonferroni procedure between the low spatials and the medium spatials in

the traditional treatment. The medium spatials did significantly better

than the low spatials at the 5* level.

We examine now the simple effects for treatment #2 (computer-enhanced

treatment) across levels of spatial ability. Refer to Table 1.4 in

ence to symbolism.
A

Vi' \S1 ' V. = 77. 00 - 78.58 = •- 1..38

A

7Vi ‘ !T2S2 =
P

= 77. 00 - 85.57 = -- 8..57

A

~T S -12 Vsl2 j
= 7S. 38 - 85.57 = -- 7. 19

H : JU.
°l/

- - - / /
;2si rT-5- = lL

/ 1 2S1 '/T!Sj ': 0

at least two of cell means are significantly different.

Set error rate per family of comparison at .05 and use a Bonferroni

procedure
A

55, .95

A

55, .95

A

^6-^3. 35, .95

MS

MS

MS

ti 13 )

( - kL 3 + V

r 1 1 >** 13 7 ^
where t- acj,3o,.95 2.5372.

Hence, we have the following confidence intervals

1.33 t 2.5372 \J 156.149 (.410) =

3.57 r 2.5572 \J156.149 (.476) =

1.58 t 20.50

8.57 t 21.37

19 r 2.5572 Visó.149 (.220) 7.19

Hence, our 3or.ferrcni anal vs is vie Ids:

. confidence interval = c-■ 21.68, 18.92)
a.

AJ - confidence interval = c-■ 50.44, 15.5)
a

. confidence interval = (-• 22.05, 7.67)

14.86
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We conclude that there are no significant differences between the

low spatials and medium spatials, or between the low spatials and high

spatials or between the medium spatials and high spatials in the computer

treatment using the Bonferroni procedure. However, by observation of the

cell means in Table 3.4 it is clear that the high spatials did better than

the medium spatials or low spatials in the computer treatment and that

the medium spatials did better than the low spatials in the computer

treatment. However, these differences were not significant using a

Bonferroni procedure at the .05 level.
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MA-140

Multiple Choice: Show all your work to the right of each item in the space provided
Select and circle the appropriate answer. Only one answer is correct.

1. Simplify
, -3/2 2, -2(x / )
, 2/3 -5. 2(x y )

A. 1

5/3 6
y

B. x
13/3 r 5/3 6C. x y

y
6

D 13/3 6
x y E. None of the above

- o- i-r r 4 -6. 4 f -2 3.32.Simplify (x y ) (x y )

, 2 4A. x y B.
10

y
is

c. Z
15

10

D. 1
2 4

x y

E. None of the above3.Assume all variables represent positive real numbers. Simplify

s \[T~sc V a b c

A. ab
2 Va2b3 c

5 C. abc
6

D. abc E. None of the above4.Assume all variables represent positive real numbers. Simplify

A.
6

2z ~V 8 y B. 2z C.

2 2 6
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D.
2

E. None of the above

2z\

5. Factor the following expression completely:

A. (x - 3) (x2 + 3x + 4) 2
B. (x - 3) (xfc + 9)C.(x - 3) (x2 -3x + 9) D.Cx + 3) (x2 + 3x - 9)E.None of the above .

6. 3 2Perform the indicated operation and simplify (8y - 36y +54y - 27) f (2y-
A. 4y^ + 12y - 9 B. 4y2 - 12y + 9

C.
1

4y2 + 12y - 9

D.
1

4y2 - 12y + 9

E. None of the above

7. Perform the indicated operation and simplify
4x2 - 9

2

9x2 - 4

2
6x + 5x - 6 6x - 5x - 6

A. (2x - 3)

(3x - 2)

2
B. 1 C. 3x - 2

2
2x - 3

D. (2x + 3) (3x - 4)

(3x * 4) (2x - 3)

E. None of the above .

8. Perform the indicated operation and simplify

12x2 f x - 6

9x2 -18x + 8

16 x2 + 8x - 15

12x2 - x - 20

A.
4x - 3

4x ♦ 3
B.

6 (2x - 1) (x + 1)

(3x - 2) (4x - 3)

C.
4x ♦ 3

4x - 3

D. (4x * 3)(4x - 3) E. None of the above

(3x - 4)
2



1399.Perform the indicated operation and simplify*

2
x + 4x + 3

x2 + 3x + 2

x2 ♦ x - 6

x2 - 4

A. 0 B. 1 C. 3(x ♦ 3)
2

(x + 2) (x + 1) (x - 4)

D. 2 E. None of the above.10.Perform the indicated operation and simplify

x2-4

A.

2
x - x - 6

2
x + x - 4

(x2-x-6)(x2-6x+9)
B.

2
x - 6x + 9

2
x - 4x + 6

x2 - 6x ♦ 9

C.
x2 - 6x + 9

x2 -4x + 6

D. 1 E. None of the above.11.Perform the indicated operation and write in a + bi form

(6 +V-36) (6 -V^36)
A. 36 + 36i B. 36 - 36i C. 0 D. 42 E. None of above.

Perfon the indicated operation and write in a + bi

A. 1/12 - 1/12 i B. 1/2 + 1/2 i

C. 1/2 - 1/2 i D. 1/12 + 1/12 i E. None of above.

13. A representation for - 3 < x < 5 and -5 ^ x < 3 on the real number
line would be

E. None of above.
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14. A representation for -2 < x 3 or -1 < x

line would be

5 on the real number

A.
4

B.

15.

C.

D.

E. None of above.

Classify the number -vr

*

into as many of the following categories

as possible: natural number, whole number, integer, prime iber, even

integer, odd integer, rational number, irrational number, real, or imaginary

number B.rational and real number

number D. irrational and imaginary
E. None of the above.

16. Classify the number £ into as many of the following categories as

possible: natural number, whole number, integer, prime number, even

integer, odd integer, rational number, irrational number, real, or imaginary

17.

A. natural, whole, integer, prime, rational, real number
B. whole, prime, even integer, rational, real number.
C. whole, integer, even integer, rational, real number
D. whole, integer, odd integer, irrational, real numberE.None of the above.

Solve the equation if possible.
6 3

2a - 6 3a - 3

1

a^ - 4a * 3

A. a » 1/4 B. a « 7/2 C. no solution (impossible)

D. a = 7/4 E. None of the above.
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Solve the equation if possible.
4 5 1

3x - 9 6x ♦ 12
2 .

x - x - 6A.x = -25/ 3 B.x = 25/3 C.x « -25/13

D. x = 25/13 E. None of the above

Solve the inequality and graph the solution set -7 ^ 3x - 5 < 2 .

C.

Solve the inequality and graph the solution set
3(x + 3)

2

2 (x +

3

56/13

E. None of above. 56/13

Solve the inequality and state the solution set

2x - 3

3 ^ x + 4
3x - 2

5

A. lx: x«£-15 or x> -11

B. (x: -15 ^ x < -11

C. (x: x > 9 or x£-9

D. { x: XÍ-11 j
E. None of above.
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22. Solve the inequality and state the solution set

3x + 2 2x - 3
> x + 3 ^5 3

A. ix; x is real

B. (x: -12 < x <

C. {» x >-13/2 or

D. X * -12)
E. None of above.

-13/2 }
x * -12 ^

23. Write the complex number
2i

in the form a ♦ bi
i - 3

A. -1/5 - 3/5 i B. 1/5 - 3/5 i

C. -1/5 ♦ 3/5 i D. 1/5 + 3/5 i E. None of above24.Write the complex number 3 - 7/i in the form a + bi

A. 3 - 7i B. -3 * 7i C. -3 - 7i

D. 3 + 7i E. None of the above.25.Find the magnitude (length) of the complex vector

A. B. 3 C.
4 5

D.
5

E. None of above.
3

3

2 + i26.Find the magnitude (length) of the complex vector

A. 17 B.

D.

27.

2 C. 9

E. None of above

. v a b
2

2 + 7 .

C • va b
2

D. 12V 3 ,6
a b

E. None of above.
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E. None of above.

29. Simplify:

A.

y + x

2 2
X .:„x
2 2

y + x

y ^ x

y - x

E. None of above.

Simplify:

2 2
y ♦ x C. x - y

x + y

D. x + y

x - y

E. None of above.
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MA 140

1. a b c d e

2. a b c d e

3. a b c d e

4. a b c d e

5. a b c d e

6. a b c d e

7. a b c d e

8. abode

9. abode

10. abode

Name

Section

11. a bode

12. abode

13. abode

14. a b c d e

15. abode

16. a b c d e

17. a b c d e

18. abode

19. a b c d e

20. a b c d e

27.
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1. Multiply and collect like terms:

(x + 3y) (*2 - xy + y2)
a) x^ + 2x2y - 2xy2 + 3y^
b) x3 - Ax2y + Axy2 + 3'/^

• c) + 3y3
d) - x2y + xy2 + 3y3
e) x^ + 2x2y - Ax2y2 + 3y^

2# Simpl¡fy:

a) -5x
k

y
7

b) 5x^y7

) -5xy3
d) 5y

. 6
■;;< v

-45x3y2(xy2)x°
-9x'2y3
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4.

Divide 3x^ - x2 + 3x + 2 by x *• 2,

a) 3x2 - 7x + 17 R - -32

b) 3x2 - 5x - 7 R - -12

c) 3x2 + 5x - 7 R = -12

d) 3x2 + 5x + 13 R = 28

e) 3x2 - 7x - 7 R = 16

Express in simplest radical form:

a¡

• \

o; 7

c; 5
4

, \

a; • •

•f

N

e; nc so C i CP.
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7 Express in simplest/ •

form:
2 2

x y ♦ xy

3x - 6y

2 2
x - y

2x - 4y
a) 2<x * ^

3

b) 2xy

3 ( x + y)
e) xy(2x - 4y)

c) 2xy
(3x - 6y)Cx - y)

3C x -y)
2

d) xy(x + y) (x - y)

. 6 lx - 2y)2

8. Perform the indicated operations and simplify
0

2x - 1 x 3

2 - X 2 2x - 4

a) x2 + 2x - 5 b) x3 -5x + 2

21 2 - x) 2(2 -x)(x - 2)

c) x - 2 d) (x + l)2
2(2 - x)

2(2 - x)

e)
2

-x + 2x + 1

9. Express in simplest
•

form: -2 -2
x - y
-1 -1

x - y

a) x + y b) X - /

xy

, 2 2c) x + y d) y - X

x - y
2

X
2

+ y

e) 1

x + y
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2
10. Solve for x: 2x 4-2x - 24-= 0

d) 4, -3

11. Solve for x: 12x - 3
a) -9 x < 6

b) x < 9

c) x > 9 or x< -6

d) x^-9 orx^6

12. Í nd Che =tpuacion of che I i

\

<3 / 3y - 2;< + 4 = 0

b) y - -
2

t;<
+ 4 = 0

c) 3 y -
■ 2x + 12 = 0

d) 2y + 3;< - 3 = 0

^ $ 3v +a
2;< - 12 = 0

o i ve ¡ for x: X

=) 5 - X IV 1

b) -c -<
y — X - 3

c) x ^ -5 or x

d) X -■ **5 or x

5 SI CDS Of -
2

— 9

and a y-:ncerca?C or 4

2;< - 1

3

- 0

c) • 4

X 5
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2 214.Given the circle: x ♦ y - 6x ♦ 6y = 7, find the radius
a) 7

b) 25

c) 5
2

d) r <■ 0 (no real circle exists)

215.Given the parabola y = 2x - 16x + 29 the vertex is

a) (4, -3)

b) (-4, 3)

c) (3, -4)

d) (-3, 4)

16. Given f(x) = x2 - 5 and g(x)
a) -4

b) 7

c) 2

d) 0

a) -!
17.

Given: fix) = 4 - 3x. ,-ind

a) I

b) 3

c) -3

d) h

a 1 ii



15018.Given y varies directly as x and inversely as the square of
z. If y = 3 when x = 8 and z = 4, the equation of the giv
variation

a) y =

b) y =19.Find the fifth tern of the following sequence: —

a)

b)

25

9

125

27

c)

d)

2

7

520.Using the binomial formula, what is the coefficient of the
ft

fourth term of (2x - y) ^ .

a) -80

b) 40

c) 10

d) -40

e) -10
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Problem 21- 23 SHOW ALL WORK BELOW EACH QUESTION.21.Solve P(x) = 0 when P(x) = x^ + 3x^ - 12x^ -20x +48 and
x = 2 is a double root.22.If the speed were increased by 20 mph, a 480-mile trip would
take 2 hours less time. How long does the trip take at the
slower speed?23.Find the value of :
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24. Find the sum of the infinite series:

25. Solve the logarithmic equation for x:

log (x - 6) - log(x - 2) = log ^

26. Solve for x and check:

27. Two supersonic jets, originally 5400 km apart, start at
the same time and travel toward each other. Find the speed
of each if one travels 400 km/hr faster than the other and

they meet in 1.5 hr.



For Problem 28- 30: SHOW ALL WORK BELOW.

FIND IF POSSIBLE:

28. A + B

B C30.
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31) Solve by the Gauss-Jordan method.

•2x + y = 1

3x + 2y = -1

IF C =

0

4

5

Find det C

33) Solve using Cramer's Rule.

3x - y = -11
2x + 4z = -2

-3y + 5z = -1



APPENDIX C

MATERIALS USED IN ALL
PILOT STUDIES AND IN MAIN STUDY



PRETEST

MA-140

Multiple Choice: Show all your work to the right of each item in the space provided.
Select and circle the appropriate answer. Only one answer is correct.

Simplify , -3/2 2, -2C* y )

, 2/3 -5, 2(* y )

13/3 6
x y E. None of the above

Simplify
, 4 -6. 4
(x y )

2 4
x y

1
2 4

x y

E. None of the above

Assume all variables represent positive real numbers. Simplify

6\[l ,3Na b c
5

6
4 x5

a b c

A. ab
2 Va2b3 c

5 C. abc

D. abc E. None of the above

Assume all variables represent positive real numbers. Simplify.

156
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E. None of the above

5. Factor the following expression completely:

A. (x - 3) (x2 + 3x + 4)
2

B. (x - 3) (x + 9)C.(x - 3) (x2 -3x + 9) D.(x + 3) (x2 + 3x - 9]E.None of the above .

6.
z 2Perform the indicated operation and simplify (8y - 36y +54y - 27) -f

A. 4y2 + 12y - 9 B. 4y2 - 12y + 9

C.
1

4y2 + 12y - 9

D.
1

4y2 - 12y + 9

E. None of the above

7. Perform the indicated operation and simplify
4x2 - 9

2

9x2 - 4

2
6x ♦ 5x - 6 6x - 5x

A. (2a - 3)

(3x - 2)

2
B. 1 C. 3x - 2

2

2x - 3

D. (2x + 3) (3x - 4)

(3x ♦ 4) (2x - 3)

E. None of the above

8. Perform the indicated operation and simplify

12x2 + x - 6

9x2 -18x + 8

16 x2 ♦ 8x - 15

12x2 - x - 20

A.
4x - 3

4x + 3
B 6(2x - l).(x 1)

(3x - 2)(4x - 3)

C.
4x + 3

4x - 3

D. (4x ♦ 3)(4x - 3) E. None of the above

(3x - 4)
2

(2y-3)



1589.Perform the indicated operation and simplify

2
x + 4x + 3

2
x + 3x + 2

x2 + x - 6

x2 - 4

A. 0 B. 1 C. 3(x + 3)
2

(x ♦ 2) (x + 1) (x - 4)

D. 2 E. None of the above10.Perform the indicated operation and simplify

x2 - 4

A.

2
x - x - 6

2
x + x - 4

(x2-x-6)(x2-6x+9)
B.

2
x - 6x + 9

2 ,x - 4x + 6

x2 - 6x + 9

C.
x2 - 6x + 9

x2 -4x + 6

D. 1 E. None of the above.11.Perform the indicated operation and write in a + bi form
(6 +V-36) (6 -YT36)

A. 36 + 36i B. 36 - 36i C. 0 D. 42 E. None of above12.Perform the indicated operation and write in a + bi fon 1

6 -

A. 1/12 - 1/12 i B. 1/2 + 1/2 iC.1/2 - 1/2 i D.1/12 + 1/12 i E.None of above.

13. A representation for - 3 < x < 5
line would be

and -5 <£ x < 3 on the real number

A.
-o

B.
>

C.

D.
->

E. None of above
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14. A representation for -2 < x 3 or -1 <

line would be

5 on the real number

A.
4

B.
4

15.

C.
<r

D.

E. None of above.

Classify the nber -vr

*

into as many of the following categories
2

16.

as possible: natural number, whole number, integer, prime iber, even

integer, odd integer, rational number, irrational number, real, or imaginary

A. real and prime number B. rational and real number
C. irrational and real number D. irrational and imaginary

E. None of the above.

Classify the number 0 into as many of the following categories as

possible: natural number, whole number, integer, prime ber, even

integer, odd integer, rational number, irrational number, real, or imaginary

17.

A. natural, whole, integer, prime, rational, real number

iberB. whole, prime, even integer, rational, real ni

C. whole, integer, even integer, rational, real number
D. whole, integer, odd integer, irrational, real number
E. None of the above.

Solve the equation if possible.
6 3

2a - 6 3a - 3

1

a^ - 4a 4- 3

A. a = 1/4 B. a = 7/2 C. no solution (impossible)

D. a = 7/4 E. None of the above.
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Solve the equation if possible. = + —

3x - 9 6x + 12 x2 - x

A. x = -25/ 3 B. x = 25/3 C. x = -25/l3

D. x = 25/13 E. None of the above.

Solve the inequality and graph the solution set -7 ^ 3x - 5 <

4.

None of above.

Solve the inequality and graph the solution set
3(x + 3) ^

2

56/13
D. <

E. None of above 56/13

Solve the inequality and state the solution set

2x - 3 3x -

3
< x + 4

5

A. Íx: x^ -15 or X> -11

B. (x: -15 Í x < -H

C. (X:
A

x > 9 or x < -9

D. £ XJ x*-ll 3
E. None of above.

- 6

2 .

2 (x +

3
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22. Solve the inequality and state the solution set

3x + 2 2x - 3
> x + 3 ^5 3

A. x is real

B. (x: -12 < x <

C. (x: x >-13/2 or

D. i" x i -12 ]
E. None of above.

-13/2 }
xj -12 ^

23. Write the complex iber
2i

i - 3
in the form a + bi

A. -1/5 - 3/5 i B. 1/5 - 3/5 i

C. -1/5 + 3/5 i D. 1/5 + 3/5 i E. None of above24.Write the complex number 3 - 7/i in the form a + bi

A. 3 - 7i B. -3 ♦ 7i C. -3 - 7i

D. 3 + 7i E. None of the above.25.Find the magnitude (length) of the complex vector
3

2 + i

A. B 3 C.
3

4 5

D.
5

E. None of above.
326.Find the magnitude (length) of the complex vector

A. 17 B. 2 C. 9

D. E. None of above

27.

. w a b
2

2 + 7

C.
1

D. 12\l 3 u6a b

E. None of above.
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28. Simplify:

E. None of above.

29. Simplify:

A.

y + x 2 2
y ♦ x

y + x

y - x
E. None of above.

Simplify:

2 2
x + y

C. x - y

x + y

D. x ♦ y E. None of above.
x - y
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Na 1 **i O Posttest

(Treatment K a t c r i a 1)

Mui ti Die Choice: Show all vcur work to the right of each•
^

w

space provided. Select and circle the appropriate answer
answer is ccr

* * e+ —' ^j v — i». • •
T r

0 r. 1 v o r. e
w V» L1.The center point on the x-axis for the region reoresented by| 3>: - 6 | < 2 is

A.(6,0) 3. (0,6) C. (2,0)
D. (0,2) E. None of above.2.Tfie center point on the y-axis

1/2 y - 2 | < 4 isI
A. (0,2)

for the region represented byB.(0 ,4 ) C.(2,0)

D. (4,0) E. None of above

3 . A critical point c
/ 2y ♦ 4 I ^5 is

on the boundary of the region reoresented by

A. (0,1) 3.(1,0) C. CO,5)

D. (-5,0) E. None of above .4.Afcritical Doint on the boundary of the'

1/3 x + 2*| >2 is
region represented by

A. (0,12) 3. (0,0) C. (12,0)
-12) E. None of above.

nts on the
t

boundary of the re*ion 2 1 :c - 1/2 1
are

A. (0,0) and (1,0) 2. (0,0) and (0,1)
C. (0,0) and (1/2,0) D.(0,0) anc (0,1/2)E.None of above

5 . The

• •

lution set for 2 f :< -

((:<,;/!
(( •'<, y )

y )

( < :< . J >

1 < :< i 5

_ A _

X

I e :< 3 j

Y I
:<
- Í

?
J

;c - : ime sic n ^ • J

w. i.one o above .
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A

*

The solution region for the system ( x - 3| ^ 6 and | y ♦ 3 I -
in the Cartesian plane is represented by

5

ÍSdi-im1
flftirp-H-hXiXXLJ

-uj'Sj:
EBfflEEffl.

i LX - X

'S.

f L

1 1
—-

+
—

-

t

_ • IJJ-
I

Í
"I

-IhE 1 X □
1

1 1

1 1 1
V

X Of A'Sa/t

✓

r m *

Lj T1X
} ‘- LlZLELij 1 , i 1..

L

D.
i

-f-r- 1

1
(
~

1fp .--f

i i

i 1.1

í
y

an

f i

: lth
; ln
• i ¡
• ¡ i

i +

l

3
. The solution set for 3 < |y + 4 I £ 6 in two-dimensions is

A. { (:< , y) : VIVir—i1 2 or y £ -10 |
Q
w ♦ f (x , y) : - 1 < V < 2 or -10 - y < -

c. ((:< ,y) : v > 2
->

or y -f -10 J
D. $ (:<,y) : -10 £ 7 2J
to

L* 9 N'one of a.bove .

9 . The solution set for 1 3:< + 15 |> 12 in two-dimensions is

• A. Í (:< , y ) : -9 £ x £ -ll
8 . :< £ 7 or X * -1?]

•

^ • ( ( x . y ) : -X ± :< < ']
• <2 -1 ‘

• :< f - 2 ]
# .Ver.-; : f i bove .
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10. The solution region for the system (x ♦ 3Jin the Cartesian palne is represented by
±6 and [y - 3 | > 5

i i

OF Ato'fc:

C.

IT •

: 1

I •

1

D. T
1

ttitf
•

TI i ¡ j l -

1 ! 1 . .

i 1 . . i

1 ' ! » •

1 1 1 1

! 1 1 1
•Ill 1 l <

t
*

[1
l

T

L

l
1

r
1

L
1

r

1

T

1

I
#

A

1
1

i
rrr

I I

» 1 rrr—
1 i i *

1 i • i *

• _i. i—

LU
1 1 1

*

1
•

1
1

The solution set for J 2y - 6| £ 4 in two-dimensions is

I I

'll!¡ | 1"TirJjJJ |jJJ

12

A
• • • ¡_Cx ,y) : 1 < y - sj
s. {(:< , y ) : y ¿ 5 or y f 1J
r [(x,y) : y 2 5

• (_Cx ,y) : y < b\
• None of above •

Th e solution set for J1/2 x -

d
• • • ( (x,y): -1 -f X ¿0
C ( ( X , y ) : x > 10 or :< < 2 J
« • ( .7 > : 2 or :< £ 10 ^
^ • ( ' , y) :

0
V
• % — 2 J

7 ‘¡one of above.1

- 3 o
4 in two-dimensions is
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The solution set for 1 1/3 y + 6 | > 3

A. ((x ,y ) : y > 27 or y < -5 )
U. i (X . y > : y > - 0 or y £ -27}
c. ( ( x , y ) : -27 < y * -9 i
D. y c 3 or y < -15]
E. None of above.

in two-dimensions is

The lines whose equations are y = 2x ♦ 2 , y = -2x +2, and x = 1
separate the Cartesian plane into seven regions numbered as shown.In the following items C1— 17 ) name the solution set of the given
system:

/ y £ 2:< + 2
/ y i - 2:< +

y > 2x + 2

y i -2x +2

x > 1

y > 2:< ♦ 2

y - 2 :< + 2

¿ 2:< * 2

.-i -2:< * 2

£ 1

A. region 1 and region 6 B. region 1 and 7
C. region 1 D. region 6

E. None of above.
A. region 7 B. region 4

•

C. region 2 and 4 D. region 2

E. None of above.
A. region 5 8. region 7 and 5

C. region 7 D. region 5

E. None cf above.
A. region 2 and 3 B . region 2
C. region 3 D. region 2 and u

E. None of above.
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O

18. The solution region for y ¿ x + 2x in the Cartesian plane is
represented by:

/

19/ The solut ion region for i<
represented by:

2y in the Cartesian dlane is
%

■D.
I

?
t

r
#

q r
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20. The solution region for t?ie system

plane is represented by

B

->

C

.7-
✓

£. of= AScJd

y ± x

*£ 2

I I

I 1
I I

I lm
f
i

l
I

in the Cartesian

D

* f ■' ¡\¡

21. The solution region for the system
olane is reoresented by

x + 2y £ u

r y I > 2

in the Cartesian

dc 1 1 LUI .1 i 1 (V. 1I

rFrfiL_
r i II I i r11 11 i rl i* i *,

f

D.

£» OF A&HC

+'4
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Linear Programming Problems

22. Sally and Sandra each have 12 hours a week to make furniture.

They obtain a $50 profit from each table and $10 profit from

each chair. Sally must work '! hour.*:, and Sandra 2 hours to make

a chair. Sally must work 2 hours and Sancli'a 6 hours to ma.-r

a table. How many tables and chairs should they make each week

to maximize profits?

A corner point in the preceding problem where x = no. chairs
per week and y = no. tables per week would be :

23.

A. (2,0) B. (24/7 ,6/7) C. (0,4)

D. (2,3) E. None of above.

The objective funet ion(profit function) to be maximized in the
preceding problem is:

A. P(x,y) = SOx + lOvC.P(x,y) = $60

B. P(x , y ) = 10x + 5 0 yD.P(x,y) = SCx - lOyE.None of above .

24. The U.S. is constructing its new X-8attleship, the USS

Excelsior, and must decide upon a phaser arrangement for its
forward hull. It has 16 positions to fill, and two types of

phasers A and B to fill it with. Of course, the idea is tc

maximize forward fireDower. No less than 5 of these ccsisicr.s

• • 1 *

— — — — —

• ^ ^ ^ ^ W 4 1 W v w w w » • • 'V • • W w%

must be filled by the type A phaser and no mcr

filled by type B phaser. If the type A phaser can co as much

as 9 points of damage, and the type B phaser can do as much as

16 points of damage, what would be the best arrangement for
the weaponry? A corner point in the preceding problem where
x : no. type A ohacers and y - no. type 3 phasers v “:; .

w .

A ( C 1 f- ) B. (0,7) (0,9) •: (o,?) • •
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2 S . The “fc*ec*i'/e fur.c c ion ( f ire power function) for the preceding i
1 ¿I ..
- . -v

O ..
- / 2 . F ( x

, y ) c x 1 k y

C. T ( x , y) % 9 6y ( :<
, y ) i 6 x - S .'•'one of above

26. A local television network is faced with the following
problem. It has been found that program A with 20 minutes
of music and 1 minute of advertisement draws 30,000 viewers
per day. Program B with 10 minutes of music and 1 minute of
advertisement draws 10,000 viewers per day. Within one week,
the advertiser insists that at least 6 minutes be devoted to
his advertisement and the network can afford no more than
80 minutes of music. How many times per week should each

program be given in order to obtain the maximum number of
viewers?

A constraint in the preceding problem where v, = no. days
Program A given and y = no. days Program B given.would be:
A. 20x + lOy 2 80 8. x + y -£ 6
C. 20x + 10y f 80 D. lOx + y - 30,000

E.'None of above.
2?. The objective functionCviewer function) for the preceding

problem would be:

A. V(x,y) r 30,0OOx ♦ 10,000y B. VCx.y) = lO.OOOx * 30,000y
C. V(x,y) = 30,00Ox - 10,000y D. VCx.y) = 20,000

l. None of above.



17128.Bill packs two foods for his camping trip. One ounce of food X

costs 35 cents and provides 150 calories and 21 units of vita¬

mins. One ounce of food Y costs 27 cents and provides 60 calories

and ^2 units of vitamins. Every day Bill needs at 3000 calories

and at least 1260 units of vitamins. Me does not want to carry

more than 60 ounces of food for each day of his trip. How much

of each food should Bill pack to minimize the cost?

A constraint in the preceding problem where x = no. ounces

food X and y = no. ounces food Y would be:

A. x + 2y 5 60 B. 5:< + 2y >* 100C.2x * Sy 2* 100 D.Sx + 2y 5 100E.None of above .29.The objective function Ceost function) for the preceding

problem is:

A. CCx ,y) = 3 Sx + 27y

C . CCx ,y) =• 35x - 27y

3. CCx ,y) = 27x + 3Sy

D. CCx.y) = 62

E. None of above.30.The solution of the preceding problem is:

A. (0,50) B . (50,0)

C. (10,25) D. (25,10)

E. None of above .
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Form Board Test - Vz-1
Name

TMs is a test of your ability to tell what pieces can be put together to make
a certain figure. Each test page is divided into tvo columns. At the top of eachcolumn is a geometrical figure. Beneath each figure are several problems. Each pro-Hern consists of a row of five shaded pieces. Your task is to decide which ofthe five shaded pieces will rake the complete figure when put together. Any numberof shaded pieces, from tvo to five, may be used to make the complete figure. Eachpiece may be turned around to any position but it cannot be turned over. It mayhelp you to sketch the way the pieces fit together. You may use any blank space fordoing this. When you know which pieces make the complete figjre, mark a plus (♦) inthe box under ones that are used and a minus (-) in the box under ones that are notused.

In Example A, below, the rectangle can be made from the first, third, fourth,and fifth pieces. A plus has been marked in the box under these places. The sec¬ond piece is not needed to make the rectangle. A minus has been marked in the boxunder it. The rectangle drawn to the right of the problem shows one way in whichthe four pieces could be put together.

Now try to decide which pieces in Examples B and C will make the rectangle.

□

In Example 3, the first, fourth, and fifth pieces are needed. You should havemarked a plus under these three pieces and a minus under the other two pieces. InExample C, the second, third, and fifth pieces should be marked with a plus and thefirst and fourth with a minus.

Your score on this
marked incorrectly. The
have some idea whether o

test will be the number marked
refore, it will not be to your
r not the piece is correct.

correctly minus the number
advantage to gjess unless you

You will have 5 minutes for each of the two parts of this test. Each part has2 pages. When you have finished Part 1 (pages 2 and }), STOP. Please do not go onto Part 2 until you are asked to do so.

DO NOT TURN TRIS PACE UNTIL ASKED TO DO SO.

Reprinted by permission. Copyright © 1962 by Educational
Testing Service. All rights reserved.
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Paper Folding Test - Vz-2

Name

In this test you are to imagine the folding and unfolding of pieces of
paper. In each problem in the test there are some figures drawn at the left
of a vertical line and there are others drawn at the right of the line. The
figures at the left represent a square piece of paper being folded, ar.d the
last of these figures has one or two small circles drawn on it to show where
the paper has been punched. Each hole is punched through all the thicknesses
of paper at that point. One of the five figures at the right of the vertical
line shows where the holes will be when the paper is completely unfolded. You
are to decide which one of these figures is correct and draw an X through thatfigure.

Now try the sample problem below,
d in the folded paper.)

(In this problem only hole was

The correct answer to the sample problem above is C and so it should havebeen marked with an X. The figures below show how the paper was folded andwhy C is the correct answer.

In these problems all
at the left of the line, an
to make the folds shown in
that shows the positions of

of the folds that are made are shown in the figuresd the paper is not turned or moved in any way exceptthe figures. Remember, the answer is the figurethe holes when the paper is completely unfolded.
Your score on this test will be the number narked correctly minus afraction of the number marked incorrectly. Therefore, it will not be to youradvantage to guess unless you are able to eliminate one or more of the answerchoices as wrong.

You will have 3 minutes for each of
art has 1 page. '•/her. you have finished
o Part 2 until you are asked to a o so.

the two parts of this test.
Part 1, STOP. Please do not co on

DO NO? i'JR -¡ THIS PACE UTuIL TO DO 50.

Reprinted by permission. Copyright © 1962 by EducationalTesting Service. All rights reserved.
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GROUP

FIGURES TEST

By Philip K. Oltman, Evelyn Raskin, & Herman A. Witkin

Name Sex

Today’s date Birth date

INSTRUCTIONS: This is a test of your ability to find a simple form when
it is hidden within a complex pattern.

Here is a simple form which we have labeled "X”:

This simple form, named “X", is hidden within the more complex figurebelow:

Try to find the simple form in the complex figure and trace it in pencildirectly over the lines of the complex figure. It is the SAME SIZE, in theSAME PROPORTIONS, and FACES IN THE SAME DIRECTION within the
complex figure as when it appeared alone.

When you finish, turn the page to check your solution.
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This is the correct solution, with the simple form traced over the linesof the complex figure:

Note that the top right-hand triangle is the correct one: the top left-handtriangle is similar, but faces in the opposite direction and is therefore notcorrect.

Now try another practice problem. Find and trace the simple form named“Y” in the complex figure below it:

Y

Look at the next page to check your solution.

c Copyright 1971 by Consulting Psychologists Press. Inc. Printed in the United Statesof America. All rights reserved This booklet or parts thereof may not be reproducedin any form without permission of the publisher.
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Solution:

In the following pages, problems like the ones above will appear. Oneach page you will sue a complex figure. and under it will be a letter
corresponding to the simple form which is hidden in it. For each problem,look at the BACK COVER of this booklet to see which simple form tofind. Then try to trace it in pencil over the lines of the complex figure.Note these points:

1. Look back at the simple forms as often as necessary.

2. ERASE ALL MISTAKES.

3. Do the problems in order. Don’t skip a problem unless you are abso¬lutely “stuck” on it.

4. Trace ONLY ONE SIMPLE FORM IN EACH PROBLEM. You may seemore than one, but just trace one of them.

5. The simple form is always present in the complex figure in the SAMESIZE, the SAME PROPORTIONS, and FACING IN THE SAME DIREC¬TION as it appears on the back cover of this booklet.

Do not turn the page until the signal is given



Differential Aptitude Tests Form L
Abstract Reasoning

*Reproduced by permission
TESTS, Form L. Copyright
Corporation. All rights

from the DIFFERENTIAL APTITUDE
1947, 1967 by The Psychological
served.
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Do not make
any marks in
this booklet

ABSTRACT REASONING
Mark your answers
on the separate
Answer Sheet

DIRECTIONS

On the separate Answer Sheet, find the space for Abstract Reasoning. Print your name and fill in the other
requested information in the proper spaces.

In this test you will see rows of designs or figures like those on this page. Each row is a problem. You are
to mark your answers on a separate Answer Sheet as shown in the samples below.

Each row consists of four figures called Problem Figures and five called Answer Figures. The four Problem
Figures make a series. You are to find out which one of the Answer Figures would be the next, or the fifth one
in the series.

Example X.

PROBLEM FIGURES ANSWER FIGURES

Note that the lines in the Problem Figures are falling down. In the first square the line stands straight up,
and as you go from square to square the line falls more and more to the right. In the fifth square the line would
be lying flat. So the answer is D, which is indicated on your Answer Sheet by filling in the little space below D.

Samples of Answer Sheets: A 8 C 0 E
A B C 0 E

i; I ; ooo#o

Example Y.

PROBLEM FIGURES ANSWER FIGURES

Study the position of the black dot. Note that it keeps moving around the square clockwise: upper left
comer, upper right comer, lower right comer, lower left comer. In what position will it be seen next? It will
come back to the upper left comer. Therefore, B is the answer, and you would mark your Answer Sheet like
this * Samples of Answer Sheets: A B C 0 E

fc
| i

A a C 0 Ei o«ooo

Remember—You are to select the one figure from among the Answer Figures which belongs next inthe series.

You will have 25 minutes for this test. Work as rapidly and as accurately as you can. If you are not sure
of an answer, mark the choice which is your best guess.

DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.
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Reliability and Validity of Criterion Measures

Reliability and Validity of GEFT

Field mode represents a collection of interrelated

characteristics which together reflect an individual's

level of differentiation, with differentiation understood

to be the capacity to distinguish gradations of a stimulus

dimension or the capacity to articulately analyze experience
(Witkin, 1965). The Rod-and-Frame Test (RFT) was the first

primary instrument to measure psychological differentia¬
tion (Witkin, 1948). Ordinarily, a standard derived from

a visual field and one derived from sensation within the

body coincide and complement one another to enable a person
%

to accurately locate the true vertical position of a rod

in space. If the visual environment is altered or eliminated,
the field independent person can still determine the true

upright by separating body standards from the surrounding
field with a high degree of consistency. The field depen¬
dent person cannot perform this same task easily. Although
it does not involve perception of the upright, a paper-

and-pencil task called the Embedded Figures Test (EFT) was

designed to produce the same differentiation of field

dependence and field independence as the RFT. The task

for the EFT is one of disembedding a simple figure from a

complex stimulus pattern which has been so organized as

to obscure or embed the sought-after simple figure. The
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simple figure is removed before the subject is asked to

trace it in the complex stimulus pattern. In the strictest

interpretation, therefore, scores on the EFT reflect extent

of competence at perceptual disembedding. Individual

differences in EFT performance, however, appear to correlate

moderately with psychological differentiation performance
on the RFT (r = .40).

The GEFT was designed to provide an adaptation of the

original individually administered EFT which would make

possible group testing. The GEFT was modeled as closely
as possible on the EFT with respect to mode of presentation
and format. Since the GEFT is a speed test, an appropriate
method of estimating reliability is the correlation between

parallel forms with identical time limits. Correlations

between the nine-item First Section scores and the nine-

item Second Section scores were computed and corrected by
the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula, producing a reliability
estimate of r = .82. This reliability estimate compares
with that of the EFT (Witkin et al., 1977).

There are several ways of assessing the validity of
the GEFT. Since the test is intended as a group form of
the EFT, the most direct criterion measure is the "parent"
form of the test. The correlation between scores on the

EFT and on the GEFT, corrected for reduced test length
is r = .82. A second measure for evaluating GEFT validity
is the RFT, which is itself a criterion measure of field
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independence-dependence (field mode). The correlation

between scores on the RFT and the GEFT is r = .39. The

ease of administration and scoring of the GEFT, as well as

the preliminary evidence given above with respect to

reliability and validity, made it appear that the GEFT is

a satisfactory substitute for the RFT in research requiring
group testing. It must still be considered a research

instrument, however, until more extensive direct and construct

validation data are collected from a wider variety of

groups.

Reliability and Validity of the Abstract ReasoningSubtest of the DAT

General reasoning ability has been widely measured

using various intelligence and aptitude tests. The authors

of the Differential Aptitude Test (DAT) undertook a series

of studies to show the test-retest reliability of the DAT.

Test-retest correlation coefficients as high as r = .82

were obtained for corresponding tests of Form A and Form L

(Bennett et al., 1973).

The usefulness of any test ultimately depends on the

extent to which it will predict performance of the persons

tested on other criterion measures. The validity coeffi¬
cients for the Abstract Reasoning Subtest of the DAT,
Form V, ranges as high as .70 in predicting course grades
in mathematics. Coefficients of correlation as high as



.64 for algebra performance and .73 for geometry performance
reflect the predictive validity of the DAT in mathematics

performance. The Iowa Test of Educational Development
(ITED) is a good criterion measure for general reasoning
ability. The coefficient of correlation between the Abstract

Reasoning Subtest of the DAT, Form L, and the ITED averaged
r = .54. The Metropolitan Achievement Test (MAT) is another

sound criterion measure of general reasoning ability. The
MAT has a correlation coefficient r = .53 with the DAT.

The Stanford Achievement Test is another criterion measure

of general reasoning ability, correlated .70 with the DAT.

Reliability and Validity of the Vz-1 and Vz-2

French in 1954 recommended on the basis of his factor

analytic studies that Thurstone's Form Board Test (Vz-1)
and its alternate, the Punched Holes Test (Vz-2), be used

as criterion measures of Cognition of Figural Transforma¬

tions (CFT), a subability in Guilford's Structure-of-

Intellect model of intelligence. A Space and Visualization
Committee headed by Guilford, Fruchter, and Zimmerman

(1967) later differentiated three subabilities of spatial
visualization. They referred to CFT in their analyses as

the Vz-factor of spatial visualization. Since that time,
the Vz-1 and Vz-2 tests have been considered criterion
measures of the Vz-factor of spatial visualization (Guilford,
Fruchter, & Zimmerman, 1952). Ekstrom, French, Harman, and
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Price (1963, 1976), using Pearson product-moment correla¬

tions between Vz-1 and Vz-2 obtained reliability estimates
as high as r = .84 for the Vz-factor of spatial ability.
The School Mathematics Study Group (SMSG) in national

longitudinal studies reported internal consistency coeffi¬
cients (point-biserial correlation) as high as .60 for items

of the Vz-2 and as high as .59 for items of the Vz-1.

Results from Vz-1 and Vz-2 should be used only in research

reports and should not be used for counseling purposes.

Research concerning the construct of spatial ability still
remains to be done.
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Reliability and Validity of
Pretest and Posttest Measures

In aptitude-treatment interaction (ATI) studies

where pretest performance is a covariate and posttest

performance is a dependent variable, reliability of the

criterion measures is crucial. Point-biserial correlation

is one of the more conservative estimates of test reliability.
The point-biserial correlation of each item on the pretest

to the entire test (excluding that item) was used to obtain

a measure of the internal consistency of the pretest

(r = .70). Pearson product-moment correlations between the

even items and the odd items on the pretest yielded a

reliability estimate of r = .75. The point-biserial corre¬

lation of each item on the posttest to the entire test

(excluding that item) was used to obtain a measure of the

internal consistency of the posttest (r = .75). Pearson

product-moment correlations between the even items and the

odd items on the posttest yielded a reliability estimate
r = .77.

In ATI research, teacher-made tests on subject matter
should have high content validity. A panel of four

mathematics faculty at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
were consulted regarding the content validity of the pre¬

test and posttest measures. There was universal agreement

among the faculty that the procedures for solving linear
and/or absolute value inequalities, as well as the topic
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of linear programming in college algebra, was thoroughly
covered on both the pretest and posttest measures.
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Discussion of the Controversy SurroundingThe Constructs of Spatial Ability and Field Mode

The disembedding tasks in criterion measures of field

mode involve the analysis of component parts in a complex
diagram. These disembedding tasks are related to spatial-
visualization performance in a variety of problem-solving
tasks requiring skill in the cognitive restructuring of
information (Goodenough & Witkin, 1977). The ability to
disembed a simple figure from a complex stimulus pattern

may involve a restructuring of a visual field, or more

specifically, may involve the ability to mentally manipulate
objects after visually separating or disembedding them
from the complex stimulus pattern (Witkin et al., 1962).

Numerous studies have shown a high positive correlation

between field independence and spatial ability.
Since the GEFT is a perceptual task, there is some

confusion in the literature as to what is really being
measured. Sherman (1967) argues that measures of field

mode and measures of spatial ability are perceptual measures

of the same construct. Witkin and Berry (1975) reject this
argument and call it inappropriate lumping of perceptual

disembedding with spatial abilities. They argue further
that perceptual disembedding and spatial abilities are

discrete dimensions in as much as factor-analytic studies
have shown that tests of these dimensions have repeatedly
been found to load differently on first order factors.
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Sherman and Fennema (1977) argue that one would expect

adult men to score higher than adult women on the GEFT and

RFT, and be more field independent than women, since men

have higher spatial-visual ability than women and the

GEFT is a spatial-visual task. Still other researchers

(Lowery & Knirk, 1982) have used the EFT as a measure of

spatial ability.

DuRapau and Carry (1981) viewed spatial visualization
as a dichotomy between gestalt and analytic strategies of

processing spatial tasks. This approach to spatial visual¬
ization is reminiscent of the field independence/dependence
continuum of Witkin and Goodenough (1977).

Cognitive style research, particularly the field mode

dimension, has been criticized by a number of investigators
(Cronbach & Snow, 1977; Satterly, 1976; Vernon, 1965;

Wachtel, 1972). The crux of the criticism is that field

dependence may be confounded with general reasoning ability
and spatial ability. Satterly (1976) examined the relation¬

ship between intelligence, field mode, and spatial ability
and found a small factor of field mode different from

spatial ability. He also found significant residual

correlations between field mode and achievement and

between spatial ability and achievement after intelligence
is factored out.

In the revised cognitive style theory (Goodenough &

Witkin, 1977), a model is proposed with a pyramidal structure

typical of factor-analytic models. It has the most general
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component, psychological differentiation, at the apex and
the most specific components, test scores, at the base.

Immediately above the base are the first order components

such as disembedding and spatial visualization. On the

next level up are second order factors such as restructuring
ability. More general constructs such as field mode are

located just below the apex. Until this controversy is
resolved over what each construct is actually measuring,
tests for field mode and for spatial ability should be

used cautiously in research and never used on a personal

level for student counseling or placement.
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Step-By-Step Prescription for Solving
Systems of Linear Inequalities

In the coordinate plane, graph the solution region of the

fx - 2y < 10

| 2x + y >10

1: Graph each inequality and shade the appropriate■

2: Visualize the crosshatched region common to both
regions called the solution region.

To accomplish Step 1:

la) graph x - 2y = 10 based on intercepts (10, 0)
and (0, -5)

lb) select a point (x, y) in plane but not on graph
x - 2y = 10

lc) if (x, y) satisfies x - 2y < 10 then shade the
half-^-plane region containing (x, y)

ld) if (x, y) does not satisfy x - 2y < 10 then shade
opposite half-plane region not containing (x, y)

le) repeat the same procedure for 2x + y > 10

To accomplish Step 2:

2a) find the shaded region for x - 2y < 10

2b) find the shaded region for 2x + y > 10

2d) visualize and then outline the common overlappingregion for both inequalities as the solution
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Step-by-Step Prescription for Solving
| AX - B| < C

In the coordinate plane, graph the solution region of the

absolute-value inequality I 2x + 1 I ^ 5 and write the solution

set.

How is this like the previous example? Unlike?

Steps to solve:

Step 1: Rewrite as standard form lx - bl <

Step 2

Step 3

Find central value of solution region "b".

Find critical values of solution region "b + c"
and "b - c".

Step 4

Step 5

Shade the appropriate solution region.

Write the solution set.

Steps to Solve |2x + l| <5

1: Rewrite as 2 | x + 1/2| < 5 .
Divide both sides by "2" to get | x + 1/2| < 5/2

Step 2: Central value "-1/2" .

Step 3: Critical values "-1/2 + 5/2 2" and "-1/2 - 5/2 = -3"

Step 4: Shade the solution region

-3

5: Solution set {(x, y): -3 < x < 2}
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In the coordinate plane, graph the solution region of the

absolute-value inequality |2x - 7| > 5 and write the solution

How is this like the previous example? Unlike?

Steps to

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Step 5:

solve:

Rewrite as standard from | x — b| > c .

Find central value of solution region "b".

Find critical values of solution region "b + c"and "b - c".

Shade the appropriate solution region .

Write the solution set .

1: Rewrite as 2 | x - 7/2| > 5 .
Divide both sides by "2" to get |x - 7/2| > 5/2 .

2: Central value "7/2" .

Step 3:

Step 4:

Critical values "7/2 + 5/2 = 6" and "7/2 - 5/2 = 1" .

Shade the appropriate solution region

i
2.

C<»\+v»'
V»\v>

Solution set { (x, y): x>6orx<l}
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by-Step Prescription
C <d AX

crip
EUI< D

for Solving

Graph the solution region for 4<|
write the solution set.

x - 2
<10 and

2

How is this like previous example? Unlike?

Steps to Solve:

Step 1: Multiply both sides by "2" to get 8 < | x - 2| < 20
Step 2: Notice, this is both absolute-value inequalities

X - b | < C and |x - b| > C ^rirro-l-ho-r I
solve each one separately.

Step 3

3a

3b

3c

Step 4

4a

4b

4c

To solve x - 21 < 20 *

Central value "2"; critical values "22" and "-18"

How do we interpret the inequality in the plane?

Shade the region in plane between "-18" and "22",

To solve x - 2 >

72-

Central value "2"; critical values "10" and "-6".

How do we interpret the inequality in the plane?

Shade the region in plane outside "10" and outside

Step 5: Overlapping -18 < x < -6 or
10 < x < 22 }
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MA 140 Name

Self-Quiz 3A Section

Instructions: Complete this self-quiz and check your
answers before the next class meeting.

I. Solve the following absolute-value inequalities
graphically according to the definition and theorems
on absolute value on pages 151-153 and state the
solution set to the right.

3x + 2
> 2

4 I

(c)
Sx ♦ 2

3
< 1
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MA 140

Self-Quiz 3A

Name *4 A?SU<J€^ ^“/fc€T
Section

Instructions: Complete this self-quiz and check your
answers before the next class meeting.

I Solve the following absolute-value inequalities
graphically according to the definition and theorems
on absolute value on pages 151-153 and state the
solution set to the right.

(a) 5x - 2 7

5 X
s 7

X
5 I

7
"

5

^ ' Crx\s C.A.I

00
/ v/oAv-es

3x + 2
,

> 2

I

4

3X42. Z.

3 /
3

X
3

2
3

* C v-‘\ÍT|c.^l
2 ' \r<4ucs

(c) 5x + 2

3
< 1

\

3
S 2. I

5
3 X 4- 1

X 4

CevdrvcA \iaV
5
• i ••

C c.

3

l

i< *
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MA 140 Name

Self-Quiz 3 &
c

x

Section

Instructions: Complete this self-quiz and check your
answers before the next class meeting.

I. Solve the following absolute-value inequalities
algebraically according to the definition and theorems
on absolute value on pages 1S1-153 and state the
solution set to the right.

(a)

3x + 2
> 2

4 J

< 1

x + 1
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MA 140 Name AA7Sl/Jg1^. 5 K CET
Self-Quiz 3 B „Section

Instructions: Complete this self-quiz and check your
answers before the next class meeting.

I. Solve the following absolute-value inequalities
algebraically according to the definition and theorems
on absolute value on pages 151-153 and state the
solution set to the right.

_ 7 ^ S’x-^-T

3X. 7 u

3



APPENDIX D

SCATTER PLOTS AND
REGRESSION ANALYSIS ASSUMPTIONS



For a valid usage of regression analysis several

assumptions are to met or are not to be seriously violated.

Assuming that Y is the dependent variable and is the

independent variable, then the assumptions are:

(1) the regression of Y on X^ is linear
(2) for a given value of X^ the corresponding values

of Y are normally distributed

(3) for a given value of X^ there is an array of Y
scores. The array of Y scores that correspond
to different values of X^ have equal variance.

To illustrate each of these assumptions is a scatter plot,
Figure D.l is included. Figure D.la shows an example
where the regression of Y on X^ is not linear. Figure D.lb
presents an example where the assumption of normality is
violated. Figure D.lc shows an example where the array of
Y scores do not have equal variance. Figure D.ld presents
a case where the three assumptions are all met.

For each of the B-group and the A-group, scatter plots
are presented where: (1) achievement test score was

regressed on the spatial ability score; (2) achievement
test score was regressed on the field mode score; (3)
achievement test score was regressed on abstract reasoning
ability; (4) achievement test score was regressed on the

pretest score; (5) abstract reasoning score was regressed
on spatial ability score; (6) abstract reasoning score
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was regressed on field mode score; (7) pretest score was

regressed on spatial ability score; (8) pretest score was

regressed on field mode score; and (9) pretest score was

regressed on abstract reasoning ability. Figures D.2,

D.4, D.6, D.8, D.10, D.12, D.14, D.16, and D.18, present

scatter plots for the A-group. Figures D.3, D.5, D.7,

D.9, D.ll, D.13, D.15, D.17, and D.19, present scatter

plots for the B-group. These scatter plots suggested
that all of the distributions are reasonably symmetric,

mound-shaped distributions (Younger, 1973) and that none

of the three assumptions were seriously violated.
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a) violation of b) violation of normalitylinearity

c) violation of equality
of variance

d) none of the assumptions
are violated

Examples of scatter plots for regression
assumptions.

Figure D.l
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Posttest
Achievement

Figure D.2 Regression of achievement on spatial ability(A Group).
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Posttest
Achievement

5 10 15 20 25 30

Figure D.3 Regression of achievement on spatial
ability (B Group).
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Posttest
Achievement

Figure D.4 Regression of achievement on field modeability (A Group).
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Achievement

Figure D.5 Regression of achievement on field mode
ability (B Group).
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Posttest

Abstract
Reasoning
Ability

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

:e D. Regression of achievement on abstract reasoningability (A-Group)
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Posttest
Achievement

5 10 15 20 25 30

Figure D.7 Regression of achievement on abstract
reasoning ability (B-Group)
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Figure D.8 Regression of achievement on

(A-Group)
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Posttest

Figure D.9 Regression of achievement on the pretest
(B-group)
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Abstract
Reasoning

Figure
ability (A-Group)
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5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Figure D.ll Regression of abstract reasoning on spatial
ability (B-Group)
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Abstract
Reasoning

Figure D.12 Regression of abstract reasoning on field
mode ability (A-Group)
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Figure D.13 Regression of abstract reasoning on field
mode ability (B-Group).
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Figure D.14 Regression of pretest on spatial ability(A-Group)
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Figure D.15 Regression of pretest on spatial
ability (B-Group)
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Figure D.16 Regression of
(A Group).

pretest on field mode ability
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Figure D.17 Regression of pretest on field mode
ability (B Group).
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Figure D.18 Regression of pretest on abstract reasoningability (A-Group)
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Figure D.19 Regression of pretest on abstract
reasoning ability (B-Group)



APPENDIX E

VALIDITY OF THE EXPERIMENT



Internal and External Validity
of the Experiment

In any quasi-experimental design, it is extremely
important to know which of the variables may be inadequately
controlled and be aware of the sources of both internal
and external invalidity. Since randomization was not

possible in the experiment, pretest scores for the

intact groups were analyzed to determine whether the means

and standard deviations of the two groups were significantly
different. Nonsignificant differences in mean pretest

scores, using a t-test analysis, was strong support that the

two groups were essentially equivalent prior to the experi¬
mental treatment. Since equivalency of the two groups was

confirmed by the scores on the pretest, the main effects

of maturation, testing, and instrumentation were controlled

as threats to internal validity (Ary, Jacobs, & Razavich,
1972).

Multiple-section scheduling of college algebra through¬
out the school day is conducted every term at Embry Riddle
Aeronautical University. Student placement into these

multiple sections is essentially a randomized procedure.

Therefore, selection differences and selection-maturation
interaction were partially controlled as threats to internal

validity. The fact that the experimental treatment was of

two-weeks duration and that subjects received the treatment,
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followed by the achievement posttest under the same condi¬

tions, suggested that history and mortality had no effect

on the validity of the experiment. Statistical regression
is the only other major internal validity problem. However,

student placement did partially control this regression

effect.

There were several threats to external validity in
this study. There is a possibility for an interaction

between the instruments used in the study and the treatments.

The interaction of history and treatments would imply that
the treatment effects were specific to historical conditions

of the experiment. The interaction of the treatments and

instruments would imply that the treatment effect is due

to the presence of specific instruments. Thus, while the

experiment is valid under the historical conditions or the

presence of the specific instruments of this study, it might
not be the case under other occasions. Students' knowledge
that they were participating in the experiment may also have

introduced a novelty effect or a Hawthorne effect which

would not be present in the general population. A longer
treatment may have reduced the possibility of novelty
effects or teacher effects.

#

Because random selection was not possible, generaliza¬
tion of the findings to other groups should be done with

caution. The majority of subjects in both groups were

males. It is assumed that males in Western cultures tend



to have higher spatial ability than females and that they
tend to be field independent (Fenneman & Sherman, 1977).

Male dominance in the study, therefore, would affect

generalizability of the findings to largely male groups.
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